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This is the final report on the Audit of the Evaluation of 
Subcontract Price Proposals. Comments on a draft of this report 
were considered in preparing the final report. We made the audit 
from October 1987 through May 1989. The initial objectives of the 
audit were to evaluate procedures used by procurement officials to 
identify when Government assist audits of subcontractor price 
proposals were required and to determine the extent that 
Government assist audit reports were used by procurement 
contracting officers in negotiating contract prices. During the 
audit, we expanded our objectives to include the prime 
contractor's evaluations of subcontractor cost and pricing data. 
We statistically sampled and reviewed 30 fixed-price contract 
pr icing actions for FY 1987 with a negotiated value of 
$5.8 billion from a universe of 225 DoD pricing actions valued at 
$11.7 billion. 

The audit showed that DoD procurement officials did not 
require prime contractors to comply with Defense and Federal 
Acquisition Regulations' requirements regarding subcontract price 
proposals. We assessed internal controls that focused on 
determining compliance with Defense and Federal Acquisition 
Regulations' requirements. Based on our statistical sample, the 
audit projected that DoD contracts were overpriced by $94 million 
because procurement officials did not require prime contractors to 
submit the results of their subcontract cost analyses before 
negotiating a fixed contract price and did not protect DoD's 
interest when subcontract negotiations were not completed until 
after the Government and prime contractor negotiations were 
concluded. Also, nine contracts were potentially overpriced by an 
additional $1, 471, 202 because contractors did not furnish 
Government negotiators with accurate, complete, and current cost 
or pr icing data as required by the Truth in Negotiations Act. 
Although policies and procedures for determining when assist 
audits were required appeared to be adequate, other subcontract 
pricing policies were not always enforced by contracting officers, 



especially the requirement for detailed supporting data on prime 
contractor bills of material. Further, internal controls needed 
to be established to ensure compliance with existing policy. 
Also, procurement officials did not always use Government assist 
audit reports, but prime contractors used and frequently benefited 
from the reports. Prime contractor policies for obtaining and 
evaluating subcontractors' cost and pricing data closely followed 
policy in the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR). However, 
prime contractors realized significant savings {projected at 
$94 million) on proposed subcontracted items by negotiating lower 
prices with their vendors, after negotiating with the 
Government. The results of the audit are summarized in the 
following paragraphs, and the details, audit recommendations and 
management comments are in Part II of this report. 

Prime contractors did not provide the Government with results 
of their cost analyses for subcontracts that they negotiated 
subsequent to reaching agreement on prime contract price thereby 
realizing significant savings. Also, procurement officials did 
not protect the Government's interest in negotiating a pr ice on 
these contracts. We projected that 44. 7 percent of the 
noncompetitive subcontracts were negotiated after reaching 
agreement on contract pr ice. As a result, we estimated that 
fixed-price contracts were overpriced by $94 million in FY 1987. 
We recommended that the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Production 
and Logistics) issue a policy memorandum to procurement officials 
emphasizing the need to require prime contractors to submit 
proposals in the required FAR format, obtain and consider the 
results of all prime contractors' cost analyses before 
negotiations, and take action to protect the interest of the 
Government to include negotiated reopener clauses in fixed-price 
contracts or delay negotiations until major subcontract costs are 
negotiated. To ensure compliance with FAR requirements, we 
recommended that the Director, Defense Contract Audit Agency 
(DCAA), establish internal controls that require DCAA preaward 
evaluations of prime contractor price proposals to identify 
subcontracts exceeding $100, 000 for which the FAR required cost 
analyses have not been performed by the prime contractor. In 
addition, we recommended that the Director, Defense Logistics 
Agency, issue a policy memorandum that informs administrative 
contracting officers of the requirement to conduct and to document 
preanalysis meetings to determine how proposed costs, including 
subcontracts and major purchases, will be addressed (page 5). 

DoD did not receive any benefits from prime contractor 
analyses and negotiations of competitive and dual-sourced 
subcontract proposals. We projected that this caused FY 1987 
contracts to be overpriced by $13. 3 million. We also projected 
that prime contractors realized $5 million savings by negotiating 
with, or changing the split among, vendors for items proposed as 
dual-sourced. These price reductions were not passed on to the 
DoD. We recommended that the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Production and Logistics) issue a policy memorandum to the 
Military Departments and Defense agencies informing contracting 
off ice rs of the need to protect the Government's interests by 
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using a contract reopener clause for significant undefinitized 
competitive or dual-source subcontract costs_when it is known that 
a contractor has a practice of negotiating competitive quotes or 
with competitors in dual-source purchasing arrangements. In 
regard to internal control improvements, we recommended that the 
Director, DCAA, expand DCAA's audit guidance for estimating 
systems surveys and price proposal reports to identify contractors 
who have policies or practices of negotiating competitive or dual
source quotes (page 15). 

DCAA performed audits of 76 subcontract proposals within our 
30 sampled prime contracts for which the Government did not 
receive any benefits. As a result, DoD unnecessarily expended 
$169, 7 42 in DCAA audit resources, and prime contractors used the 
audit results to contribute toward negotiating $538,869 in 
subcontract price reductions that were not passed on to DoD. We 
recommended that the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Production 
and Logistics) issue a policy memorandum to contracting officers 
at Military Departments and Defense agencies emphasizing the need 
to follow up with DCAA on the results of outstanding assist audits 
before negotiating a firm-fixed contract pr ice. We also 
recommended that the Commander, U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Command, 
issue guidance to its contracting officers to ensure that requests 
for assist audits of subcontract price proposals made subsequent 
to price negotiations on firm-fixed price contracts are only 
requested if they have a direct monetary benefit on the immediate 
contract (page 21). 

Nine contractors potentially violated provisions of the Truth 
in Negotiations Act by not submitting accurate, complete, and 
current cost or pricing data in support of their contracts. As a 
result, the nine contracts were potentially overpriced by $1. 4 
million. We recommended that the commanders of buying commands 
responsible for issuing these contracts monitor DCAA's progress on 
the nine potentially defective pricing cases and take appropriate 
action if necessary (page 27). 

During the audit, we found that contracting officers did not 
always use Government assist audit reports in negotiating contract 
prices, or they did not document their use of the reports. The 
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Production and Logistics) issued 
policy memorandums in 1987, 1988, and 1989 to the Military 
Departments and Defense agencies that emphasized to contracting 
officers the requirement to document the use of assist audit 
results in contract price negotiations. These memorandums should 
correct the noted deficiency. Therefore, we have deleted the 
draft audit finding on Use of Government Assist Audits from this 
report. 

Internal controls were evaluated as applicable to the stated 
audit objectives. The audit identified internal control 
weaknesses, as defined by Public Law 97-255, Office of Management 
and Budget Circular A-123, and DoD Directive 5010.38. Adequate 
procedures were not established to ensure compliance with existing 
policy. Recommendations made to Finding A. in this report, if 
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implemented, will correct the weaknesses; however, we could not 
determine the monetary benefits to be realized by implementing 
these recommendations. The monetary benefits were not readily 
identifiable because prospective benefits would be based on 
undeterminable future procurement requirements. The senior 
official responsible for internal controls within the Off ice of 
the Assistant Secretary of Defense will be provided a copy of the 
final report. 

On October 5, 1989, a draft of this report was provided to 
the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Production and Logistics), the 
Comptroller of the Department of Defense, the Assistant Secretary 
of the Army (Financial Management), the Assistant Secretary of the 
Navy (Financial Management), the Assistant Secretary of the Air 
Force (Financial Management and Comptroller), the Commander, 
U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Command, and the Directors of the 
Defense Logistics Agency and the Defense Contract Audit Agency. 
Management comments were received from the Assistant Secretary of 
Defense (Production and Logistics) (Appendix J), the Comptroller 
of the Department of Defense (Appendix K), the Army 
(Appendix L), the Navy (Appendix M), the Air Force 
(Appendix N), the Defense Contract Audit Agency (Appendix 0), and 
the Defense Logistics Agency (Appendix P). 

The following table shows a cross reference between 
recommendations in the draft report and those in this final 
report. 

Recommendation References As Shown 
In Draft Report In Final Report 

A.l.d. Combined with A.l.c. 
B. 2. Deleted 
B.3. B.2. 
C.l. Deleted 
C.2. Deleted 
D.l.a. C.l. 
D.l.b. C.l. 
D.l.c. C.l. 
D.2. Deleted 
D.3.a. C.2.a. 
D.3.b. C.2.b. 
E.l.a. D.l.a. 
E.l.b. D.l.b. 
E.2.a. D.2.a. 
E.2.b. D.2.b. 
E.3.a. D.3.a. 
E.3.b. D.3.b. 

All references are to final report recommendations except where 
noted. 

The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Production and Logistics) 
nonconcurred with Recommendations A.l.a., A.l.b, A.l.c., A.l.d., 
A.2., and B.l., to issue policy memorandums emphasizing existing 
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guidance. The Assistant Secretary stated that numerous policy 
memorandums and regulatory and statutory changes have occurred 
over the past few years and since our report was based on contract 
actions occurring during fiscal year 1987, the results of many 
corrective actions would not yet be reflected in the contracts we 
audited. The Assistant Secretary partially concurred with 
Recommendation C.l. stating that a policy memorandum will be 
issued that emphasizes followup with DCAA on outstanding assist 
audits before agreement on a final price. We consider the 
Assistant Secretary's comments to Recommendation C.l. to be 
responsive to the intent of the finding and recommendation. 
However, the Assistant Secretary did not provide an estimated date 
for the completion of planned actions, and we therefore ask that 
he do so. 

We agree that many corrective actions have been promulgated 
in recent years. On the basis of the Assistant Secretary's 
comments, we deleted draft report Finding C. and draft 
Recommendations C.l. and C.2., which addressed the need to 
emphasize the use of assist audit report results during the 
negotiation process. Also, we reevaluated the materiality of 
internal control weaknesses. Based on our reevaluation and the 
Assistant Secretary's comments, we deleted draft report 
Recommendations B.2. and D.2., which addressed material internal 
control weaknesses. We reworded Recommendation A. l. to clarify 
our intent. We still consider Recommendations A.l.a, A.l.b, 
A.l.c, A.2., and B.l. valid for reasons discussed in Part II of 
the report. Therefore, we ask that the Assistant Secretary of 
Defense (Production and Logistics) reconsider his position on 
Recommendations A.l.a, A.Lb, A.Le, A.2. and B.l. in responding 
to the final report. Also, we ask that the Assistant Secretary 
respond to the final report indicating concurrence or 
nonconcurrence with the revised recommendations. 

Although no recommendations were addressed to the Comptroller 
of DoD, the Comptroller concurred with draft Recommendations C.l., 
D.l.a., and D.3. 

DCAA concurred in principle with Recommendation A.3. to 
establish a requirement to identify, in its Reports on Evaluation 
of Initial Price Proposal, those purchase orders and subcontracts 
exceeding $100, 000 for which the required cost analyses had not 
been performed by the prime contractor. DCAA stated that guidance 
would be issued establishing a requirement that Audit Reports on 
Evaluation of Initial Price Proposals identify purchase orders and 
subcontracts for which the FAR 15.806-2(a) required cost analysis 
has not been performed by the prime contractor. DCAA nonconcurred 
with Recommendation B.2. that its estimating system survey reports 
identify contractors who have policies or actual practices of 
negotiating competitive or dual-source quotes. DCAA stated that 
its reports currently provide information in relation to 
contractors who negotiate competitive or dual-source quotes 
through their use of decrement factors. It also stated that 
details supporting the decrement factors are presented in both 
estimating systems survey reports and price proposal reports. 
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Al though we do not disagree with DCAA' s comments, they do not 
address the intent of our recommendations. Recommendation B. 2. 
has been expanded to include price proposal reports, and reworded 
to be more specific. We believe that both recommendations are 
still valid for reasons discussed in Part II of this report. 
Therefore, we are asking that DCAA reconsider its position on 
Recommendations A.3. and B.2. in responding to the final report. 

The Army nonconcurred with Finding C because it felt that the 
Government did receive benefits from postaward subcontract assist 
audits via negotiated decrement factors. However, the Army did 
concur with Recommendation C. 2. a. and partially concurred with 
Recommendation C.2.b. Also, the Army concurred with 
Recommendation D. 3. We consider its comments to Recommendations 
C.2.a, and D.3. to be responsive. We still consider Finding C to 
be valid for reasons stated in Part II of the report and request 
that the Army reconsider its position in responding to the final 
report. In our opinion, the Army's proposed guidance in response 
to Recommendation C.2.b. does not fully comply with the intent of 
our recommendation. Therefore, we believe that the recommendation 
in the draft report is still warranted for reasons discussed in 
Part II of the report. 

The Navy nonconcurred with Recommendation D.l.a. to request 
the cognizant procurement contracting officers to monitor the 
progress of DCAA off ices' defective pr icing reviews. The Navy 
believes that neither is it appropriate nor is there time for Navy 
contracting officers to monitor DCAA auditors. However, the Navy 
did state that it would take appropriate action if DCAA notified 
it about contractor defective pricing. The Navy concurred with 
Recommendation D.1.b. Although the Navy stated nonconcurrence 
with Recommendation D.l.a, we believe the planned action complies 
with the intent of Recommendations D.l.a and D.l.b. 

The Air Force concurred with Recommendation D. 2., and we 
consider its comments to be responsive. 

The Defense Logistics Agency partially concurred with 
Recommendation A.4. The planned actions of the agency are 
responsive to the intent of the finding and recommendation. 

DoD Directive 7650.3 requires that all audit recommendations 
be resolved within 6 months of the date of the final report. 
Accordingly, we request that all addressees provide final comments 
on the unresolved issues in recommendations addressed to them 
within 60 days of the date of this memorandum. The comments 
should indicate either concurrence or nonconcurrence with the 
findings and each recommendation addressed to you. If you concur, 
describe the corrective actions taken or planned, the completion 
dates for actions already taken, and the estimated dates for 
completion of planned actions. If you nonconcur with either the 
findings or the recommendations, please state your specific 
reasons. If appropriate, you may propose alternative methods to 
accomplish the desired improvements. This report contains 
undeterminable monetary benefits. We were unable to project 
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monetary benefits because any prospective cost avoidance would be 
based on undeterminable future requirements. We also ask that 
your comments indicate concurrence or nonconcurrence with the 
internal control weakness described above. DoD Directive 7640.2, 
"Policy for Followup on Contract Audit Reports," does not pertain 
to this report. 

The courtesies extended to the audit staff are appreciated. 
Copies of the final report will be distributed to the activities 
listed in Appendix R. The audit team members are listed in 
Appendix S. Please contact Mr. Salvatore Guli, Program Director, 
at (202) 694-6285 (AUTOVON 224-6285), or Mr. James R. Peterson, 
Project Manager, at (202) 693-0594 (AUTOVON 223-0594) if you have 
any questions on this report. 

Edwar 
Deputy Assista t Inspector General 

for Auditing 

cc: 
Secretary of the Army 
Secretary of the Navy 
Secretary of the Air Force 
Comptroller of the Department of Defense 
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REPORT ON THE AUDIT 

OF THE EVALUATION 


OF SUBCONTRACT PRICE PROPOSALS 


PART I - INTRODUCTION 

Background 

Defense and Federal Acquisition Regulations include procedures to 
ensure that subcontract costs, negotiated as part of the prime 
contract price, are fair and reasonable. The prime contractor is 
responsible for obtaining cost or pricing data from prospective 
subcontractors, conducting appropriate cost analyses before 
awarding subcontracts, and providing the results of their cost 
analyses of subcontractor proposals to the Government as part of 
their own submission of cost and pricing data. In some 
situations, the prime contractor cannot evaluate the prospective 
subcontractor's cost or pricing data. This situation often occurs 
when the prime contractor and subcontractor are competing for the 
award of the. same, or a related, contract. The subcontractor may 
refuse to allow the prime contractor's auditors into its plant 
because it does not want the prime contractor to have access to 
its estimating methods and procedures. When this situation 
occurs, the prime contractor is responsible for reporting the 
condition to the contracting officer so that Government auditors 
can perform the review. Further, business relationships between 
the prime contractor and subcontractor may not be conducive to 
independence and objectivity, i.e., related companies. In 
addition, contracting officers may request Government assist 
audits of subcontract proposals at any time that it is considered 
necessary to ensure the reasonableness of the prime contract 
price. 

Although procurement contracting officers are responsible for 
negotiating a final contract pr ice, they obtain assistance from 
contract auditors, price analysts, and technical specialists who 
evaluate the cost elements in prime contractor proposals and 
recommend ways to achieve fair and reasonable prices. These 
evaluations include an analysis of subcontract costs that are 
proposed by prime contractors. 

Objectives and Scope 

Our initial objectives were to evaluate procedures used by 
procurement officials to identify when Government assist audits of 
subcontractor price proposals are required and to determine the 
extent that Government assist audits are used by procurement 
contracting officers in negotiating contract prices. The basic 
criteria are contained in the Federal Acquisition Regulation 
(FAR), subpart 15.8-Price Negotiations; the Defense Federal 
Acquisition Regulation Supplement (DFARS) subpart 215.8-Price 
Negotiations; and in local activity supplements. Subcontracts are 
defined in FAR subpart 44.101 to include purchase orders and 



modifications to purchase orders. We reviewed contract files, 
pricing case files, field pricing reports and related files, prime 
contractor records, correspondence files and other documentation 
as necessary at procurement and administrative contract offices, 
the prime contractor plant and cognizant Defense Contract Audit 
Agency (DCAA) off ices. We focused on pre- and post-price 
negotiation and business clearance memorandums, field pricing 
reports, and preaward pricing and assist audit reports. 

We expanded our objectives during the audit to include an 
evaluation of prime contractor procedures for obtaining and 
analyzing subcontractor cost and pricing data. Prime contractors 
issued their own guidance, which generally followed the FAR and 
DFARS. Documents reviewed included prime contractor proposals, 
cost analyses, subcontract negotiation memorandums, and actual 
purchase order files. We focused on prime contractors' bills of 
material and any other documentation provided to the Government 
that identified major subcontracts. 

During our review of prime contractor cost or pr icing data that 
supported proposed subcontracts, we determined whether any 
subcontract overpricing was a result of violating the Truth in 
Negotiations Act. We did not review the other cost elements of a 
prime contractor's proposal because doing so would have been 
outside the scope of our audit. All potential defective pricing 
was referred to the cognizant DCAA office for inclusion in its 
contract pricing reviews at the prime contractor plant. 

We statistically sampled 30 fixed-price contract actions on 
FY's 1986 and 1987 contracts that were negotiated during FY 1987 
with a minimum value of $10 million. The Individual Contracting 
Action Report, form DD350, was used to determine the universe. A 
schedule of the 30 contracts is in Appendix A and the sampling 
plan is in Appendix B. To review the 30 contracts, we visited 
92 activities, including 27 prime contractor locations and 22 DoD 
buying commands, shown in Appendix Q. 

This economy and efficiency audit was made to determine whether 
contract audit resources are properly used by contracting officers 
in negotiating a ,contract price, whether applicable laws and 
regulations were followed, and whether DoD is paying fair and 
reasonable prices for goods and services. The audit was conducted 
from October 1987 through May 1989. The audit was made in 
accordance with auditing standards issued by the Comptroller 
General of the United States, as implemented by the Inspector 
General, DoD, and accordingly, included such tests of internal 
controls as considered necessary. The audit focused on i terns 
proposed by prime contractors as noncompetitive procurements and, 
when time permitted, we included competitive items in our review. 
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Internal Controls 

The internal control review focused on determining compliance with 
the FAR and DFARS requirements regarding subcontract price 
proposals in prime contractor proposals. The internal control 
review also focused on determining whether proposed subcontract 
costs were accurate, current, and complete as required by Public 
Law 87-653, "Truth in Negotiations Act," as amended. We found 
material weaknesses, which are addressed in Finding A in Part II 
of the report. 

Prior Audit Coverage 

Air Force Audit Agency Report, "Subcontract Pricing on Negotiated 
Fixed-Price Type Prime Contracts," Project 7076411, was issued on 
June 21, 1988. This report stated that contracting officers did 
not perform adequate preaward reviews of subcontract costs before 
entering negotiations, did not request Government specialists' 
analyses of updated cost or pricing data received just before or 
during negotiations, or did not require the prime contractors to 
submit their analyses of proposed subcontract costs. This report 
also stated that price negotiation memorandums did not always 
summarize all the required subcontract cost data. 

The report recommended that the Air Force delay negotiations until 
complete subcontractor cost and pricing data have been analyzed by 
field activities for the original proposal and for significantly 
revised proposals, the Air Force provide contractual reopening 
provisions when subcontracts represent a significant cost risk and 
negotiation delays are unacceptable, and the Air Force definitize 
major critical subcontracts before awarding the prime contract. 

In its commen_ts to the final report, Air Force officials concurred 
with the above-stated recommendations and stated that coverage 
would be included in the Air Force FAR Supplement. The Supplement 
has been revised to address delaying negotiations and definitizing 
critical subcontracts. However, the Air Force has not implemented 
the recommendation regarding the use of contract reopener clauses. 

The House Committee on Government Operations report, "Continuing 
Violations of the Truth in Negotiations Act and Estimating Systems 
Deficiencies Result ;in Excess Contractor Profits," House Report 
100-1026, dated October 3, 1988, stated that: 

Among other things, GAO found that estimating systems 
did not produce reliable and supportable proposals 
because contractors (1) failed to perform subcontract 
cost reviews as required by DoD procurement 
regulations, (2) proposed vendor quotations without 
considering that prices paid to vendors are typically 
lower than quoted, and (3) relied excessively on 
judgment although historical data was available. 
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The report also stated: 

GAO's recent examination of 86 material purchases 
valued at less than $1 million each found that 
contractors negotiated prices about 8 percent lower 
than the prices negotiated in prime contracts. The 
prices proposed by contractors normally did not 
consider reductions likely to be achieved in ,vendor 
negotiations. 

Twenty-three of the material purchases were proposed 
as competitive and contracting officers accepted the 
prices as firm believing no further negotiations would 
occur. Like the Westinghouse case, some contractors 
solicited additional quotations and negotiated prices 
significantly lower than the amounts included in prime 
contracts. 

Department of Defense Inspector General (DoDIG) Report No. 87-092, 
"Effectiveness of the Negotiation Process," was issued on 
February 26, 1987. This report stated that contracting off icers 
were not always using or documenting their use of field pricing 
reports in developing negotiation objectives and in the price 
negotiation memorandums as required by the FAR. In response to 
this report, the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Acquisition and 
Logistics) issued a memorandum, dated February 11, 1987, to the 
Military Departments and Defense agencies emphasizing the need, to 
ensure compliance with FAR requirements for requesting and using 
field pricing reports. 

In response to General Accounting Off ice reports issued in 1985 
and 1986, the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Acquisition and 
Logistics) issued a memorandum, dated April 6, 1987, to the 
Military Departments and Defense agencies. This memorandum 
indicated that prime contractors often were not providing the 
Government with analyses of subcontract cost or pricing data 
before negotiations of the prime contract price. The memorandum 
stated that it was the contracting off ice rs' responsibility to 
obtain these data in a timely manner so that they could be 
effectively used during prime contract negotiations. 

Our audit disclosed that conditions similar to those reported by 
the Air Force, the General Accounting Office, and the DoDIG 
continue to exist within DoD. These conditions are addressed in 
Findings A., B., C., and D. in Part II of the report. 
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PART II - FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 


A. 	 Prime Contractors Realize Significant Savings on Subcontracted 
Items 

FINDING 

Prime contractors realized significant savings on subcontracted 
i terns by not providing the Government with the results of their 
subcontract cost analyses for subcontracts that they negotiated 
subsequent to reaching agreement on prime contract pr ice. This 
occurred because DoD procurement officials were not taking 
sufficient actions to ensure that subcontract cost or pricing data 
were complete and submitted in a timely manner as required by the 
Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR). Also, procurement officials 
did not protect the Government's interest when subcontract 
negotiations were not completed until after Government/prime 
contractor negotiations. We found that 44. 7 percent of 
noncompetitive subcontracted items were negotiated by prime 
contractors after reaching agreement on contract pr ice with the 
Government. Prime contractors also negotiated competitive and 
dual-source subcontracts after negotiating final contract pr ices 
with the Government. We have addressed negotiations of 
competitive subcontracts in Finding B. We projected that prime 
contractors negotiated subcontract cost reductions totaling 
$94,111,502 after negotiations were completed with the 
Government. However, the savings were not passed on to DoD. As a 
result, FY 1986 and FY 1987 firm-fixed-price contract actions, 
negotiated at $10 million or more in FY 1987, were overpriced by 
$94 million in base subcontract costs. 

DISCUSSION OF DETAILS 

Background. Early identification of subcontracted items 
requiring detailed cost analyses is an integral part of reviewing 
prime contractor proposals. By identifying items early, 
procurement officials have the best opportunity to ensure that an 
adequate proposal evaluation is made before entering negotiations. 
Certified cost or pricing data are required for noncompetitive 
subcontracts costing more than $100,000 according to the FAR 
subpart 15. 804, and the Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation 
Supplement (DFARS) subpart 215.804. Furthermore, when 
subcontractors are required to submit cost or pricing data to the 
prime contractor, according to FAR subpart 15.806, the prime 
contractor is required to conduct cost analyses of the data and 
submit the results of the analyses as part of their proposal. 
Prime contractor proposals are required to be in FAR table 
15-2 format, which identifies nine items of data for each proposed 
subcontract. At any time, the contracting officer may request a 
Government assist audit of a subcontract proposal, regardless of 
whether the contractor has performed an analysis, if the 
contracting officer believes that an audit is necessary to ensure 
reasonableness of the total proposed price according to FAR 
subpart 15. 805-5 ( i). The Defense Contract Audit Agency ( DCAA) 
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Contract Audit Manual (DCAAM) 7640.1, chapter 9-104, requires the 
prime contract auditor to specifically review each pricing 
submission and advise the contracting officer of the need for 
subcontractor assist audits. The Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) 
Contract Administration Manual for Contract Administration 
Services (DLAM) 8105.1, section 15.805-11, requires DLA financial 
services personnel to coordinate with the contract auditor and 
technical specialists in establishing a review and evaluation 
program for contractor proposals and that preanalysis meetings be 
conducted and documented for significant proposals (usually those 
exceeding $100, 000). This coordination should identify who will 
be responsible for providing audit and analysis coverage of the 
entire proposal, including proposed subcontracted costs. 

The early identification of subcontracted costs, the required 
analyses and assist audits, and the use of results of analyses and 
assist audits are instrumental in developing the Government's 
negotiating objective for contract negotiations. For example, our 
review of Grumman Aerospace Corporation contract N00019-86-C-0096 
showed that 50 percent of subcontract proposals were analyzed and 
negotiated before Government and prime contractor negotiations. 
For subcontract proposals that were analyzed before, but 
negotiated by the prime contractor after Government negotiations, 
the Government had ample time to evaluate the prime contractor's 
analyses and to develop a negotiating objective based on the 
analyses. Based on a comparison of the Government negotiated 
subcontract cost (from the price negotiation memorandum) with the 
actual subcontract cost paid, the Government and prime contractor 
agreed to subcontract prices that were $998,288 less than what the 
contractor negotiated with its subcontractors. However, our 
review of the Texas Instruments, Inc., contract N00019-86-C-0326, 
showed that the majority (33 out of 41) of subcontract proposals 
were analyzed by the prime contractor after Government and prime 
contractor negotiations. Thus, the results of the analyses were 
unavailable to the Government to consider in developing a 
negotiating objective to ensure a fair and reasonable price. This 
situation resulted in a $2,947,635 savings to the prime 
contractor, but the Government did not receive any compensation. 

Proposals Not Submitted in FAR Table 15-2 Format. When prime 
contractors are required to submit cost and pricing data, the data 
are to be submitted on Standard Form 1411 along with supporting 
attachments to satisfy the FAR instructions and appropriate format 
of table 15-2 in FAR subpart 15.804-6. Table 15-2, among other 
things, requires a listing of subcontract items showing 
nine descriptive elements for subcontracts exceeding $100,000. 
The elements are source, item, quantity, price, type of contract, 
degree of competition, basis for establishing source and 
reasonableness of price, as well as the results of a review and 
evaluation of subcontract proposals. 

Our review of 30 contract proposals disclosed that none were in 
table 15-2 format as required. A listing or bill of material for 
subcontracted items was included in all except one proposal; 
however, many descriptive elements were not included in the 
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listing. Usually the source, item, quantity, and price were 
listed. However, 25 of 30 contract proposals did not identify 
type of contract, degree of competition, or basis for establishing 
source and reasonableness of pr ice (Appendix C). Additionally, 
none of the 30 identified results of the prime contractors' cost 
analyses. A properly documented bill of material would allow the 
contracting officer to identify subcontracts that required 
contractor analyses or Government assist audits. Our review 
disclosed that procurement officials who chose to obtain this 
information usually had to ask for it separately. With this 
information available at the initial proposal, all unanalyzed 
subcontract proposals would be identified and the contracting 
officer should be able to monitor the prime contractor's analyses 
progress more effectively. Additionally, the need for potential 
assist audits would be identified and this action would result in 
more timely analyses. These analyses would then be available to 
develop a Government negotiation position. (See Finding C. for 
further discussion of the use of Government assist audits.) 

Contractors Analyze Subcontracts After Government and Prime 
Contractor Negotiations. Our audit projected that prime 
contractors did not perform 12. 5 percent of the required cost 
analyses of subcontracted items until after the Government and 
prime contractor negotiations were conducted. These postaward 
analyses are in noncompliance with FAR subpart 15.806, which 
requires the prime contractor to perform cost analyses of 
subcontract proposals and submit the results as part of its own 
cost or pricing data submission. We believe that this situation 
was caused, in part, by prime contractors not identifying 
subcontract proposals that require analyses early in the 
procurement process. We projected that subcontracted items that 
were analyzed and negotiated after Government and prime contractor 
negotiations accounted for $16. 8 million of the $94 million in 
overpricing. 

Reopener Clauses Not Included in Contracts. A reopener 
clause provides a way for the Government and prime contractor to 
share in cost savings negotiated by the prime contractor with its 
subcontractors. A reopener clause may be appropriate when the 
prime contractor has not negotiated final subcontract prices. 
Reopener clauses allow the contract pr ice to be adjusted after 
award of the prime contract. Al though our audit projected that 
44. 7 percent of proposed noncompetitive subcontract i terns were 
negotiated by the contractor after reaching agreement on a 
contract pr ice with the Government, we found only one contract, 
DAAE07-87-C-A001 with Cummins Engine Co., with a reopener clause 
(for only one subcontract) to protect the Government's interest. 
In general, decrement factors were used on the remaining contract 
actions. Decrement factors are based on the prime contractor's 
historical cost paid to subcontractors. They represent the 
difference between the proposed subcontract cost and the actual 
negotiated cost paid by the prime contractor. Once developed, the 
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decrement factor is applied to the current undef ini ti zed costs 
proposed by the subcontractor to obtain a reasonable estimated 
price. 

The reopener clause should clearly identify the amounts and which 
subcontracts were questionable during negotiations. To protect 
the Government's interest, the contracting officer should include 
a clause similar to the one found in DoD FAR Supplement, subpart 
215.806, which states: 

Promptly upon the establishment of firm prices for 
each of the subcontracts listed below, the Contractor 
shal 1 submit, in such form and detail as the 
contracting officer may reasonably require, a 
statement of costs incurred in the performance of such 
subcontract and the firm price established therefor. 
Thereupon, notwithstanding any other provisions of 
this contract as amended by this modification, the 
Contractor and the Contracting Officer shall negotiate 
an equitable adjustment in the total amount paid or to 
be paid under this contract to reflect such 
subcontract price revision. The equitable adjustment 
shall be evidenced by a modification to this contract. 

Our projections show that fixed-pr ice contracts exceeding 
$10 million and negotiated in FY 1987 were overpriced by 
$94 million. Our projected overpricing is a net figure that 
considers the Government's negotiating objectives and any 
decrement factors applied by contracting officers during 
negotiations. It appears that using reopener clauses in 
contracts, when significant subcontracts have not been negotiated, 
may be more appropriate than using decrement factors. For 
example, on Raytheon Company contract DAAHOl-86-C-0262, the 
contracting officer applied a 4.5-percent decrement factor to 
undefinitized subcontract items proposed at $4,654,842 resulting 
in a negotiation reduction of $209, 468. However, the contractor 
negotiated an additional savings of $392,309 with its 
subcontractors on those items. This savings was not passed on to 
the Government. The same situation occurred with Boeing Military 
Airplane Company contract F34601-87-c~2269. The contracting 
officer applied a 16.5-percent decrement factor to undefinitized 
subcontract items proposed at $2,103,738 resulting in a 
negotiation reduction of $347,117 on the contract. However, the 
contractor was still able to negotiate an additional 
$193,579 savings that was not passed on to the Government. 

Preaward Analysis Reports Should Identify Subcontracts 
Requiring Cost Analysis. Field pricing reports, including DCAA's 
audit reports on evaluation of an initial price proposal, should 
comment on and identify purchase orders or subcontracts exceeding 
$100,000 for which FAR required cost analyses had not been 
performed by the prime contractor. Our review showed that 20 of 
30 contracts had contractor analyses remaining to be accomplished 
when field pricing reports were submitted (Appendix D). However, 
the unanalyzed subcontract cost proposals were not identified in 
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12 of the 20 field pricing reports. DCAAM 7640.1, 
chapter 9-103 .1. e., requires coordination between the plant 
representative or Administrative Contracting Officer and the prime 
contract auditor in arranging for any supplementary analysis of 
subcontract or intracompany proposals by the prime contractor or 
Government field personnel. Also, the DCAA Audit Program for 
Price Proposals requires the prime contract auditor to determine 
whether major subcontractor costs have been evaluated by the prime 
contractor in accordance with the FAR. Because DCAA's audit 
workpapers contain information regarding unanalyzed subcontract 
proposals, it is a logical step for DCAA auditors to summarize the 
information in their preaward analysis reports. The following are 
three examples of this type of information being included in DCAA 
Preaward Evaluations. 

--DCAA Audit Report No. 2401-6D2220.001Sl: 

We recommend prior to Government negotiations with the 
contractor that updated quotations be obtained for the 
competitive items and cost or pricing data (SF-1411) 
be obtained in accordance with FAR 15.804-2(a) for the 
non-competitive items and the contractor perform a 
cost or pricing analysis on the current data in 
accordance with FAR 15.806(a) or a Government assist 
audit be obtained with FAR 15.805-5(a)(i). 

--DCAA Audit Report No. 2491-7A210044: 

We recommend that the contractor be required to 
complete and provide a cost or price analysis of the 
proposed costs to the Government representative prior 
to negotiations, as required by FAR 15.806(a) and (b). 

--DCAA Audit Report No. 2441-6C210309(015): 

(The contractor usually) ••• obtains full and 
complete SF form 1411 1 s from its vendors and performs 
cost and price analyses as required by FAR 15 .806. 
Accordingly, the contractor should be required, prior 
to negotiation of this proposal, to obtain the 
aforenoted vendor quote data, adjusted to reflect 
contractor/Government audit evaluation as applicable. 

These are examples of the type of information that we believe 
should be provided in all field pricing reports. However, we 
believe the reports should go one step further and specifically 
identify all unanalyzed subcontract proposals. Documenting 
subcontracts and purchase orders that do not have required FAR 
analyses would inform the contracting officer and other 
procurement officials of FAR required analyses that may not have 
been identified in the - prime contractor's proposal. 
Identification of unanalyzed subcontract costs in field pricing 
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reports should lead to a more thorough proposal evaluation and 
development of a better Government negotiation position by the 
contracting officer. 

Contract administration offices are required by DLAM 8105.1, 
section 15. 805 to evaluate and incorporate the ef feet of DCAA 
audit findings, which would include material and subcontract cost 
elements, into comprehensive pricing reports. The reports, which 
are used by contracting officers to develop a Government 
negotiating position, should also identify subcontract costs where 
prime contractors have not performed the FAR required cost 
analyses. 

Preanalysis Meetings Not Held or Documented. DLA contract 
administration off ices were responsible for 18 of the 30 contracts 
in our sample. We did not find any record of preanalysis meetings 
being conducted and documented by 12 of the 18 DLA facilities 
(Appendix E), as required by DLAM 8105.1, section 15.805-11. 
Documentation of these meetings is required for significant 
contract actions to establish a review and evaluation program for 
contractor proposals, to readily identify subcontracts requiring 
contractor analyses or Government assist audits, and to establish 
the party responsible for ensuring coverage of the area. In 
establishing the program, DLA personnel are supposed to coordinate 
with the contract auditor and technical specialists and discuss 
how to minimize duplication of analysis efforts. If these 
meetings are not held or if they are held, but not documented, 
management cannot be assured that an adequate proposal evaluation 
was conducted. A preanalysis meeting is another way for early 
identification and subsequent monitoring of subcontracts requiring 
contractor analyses. Although Navy and Air Force regulations 
require coordination of efforts among procurement personnel, there 
is no specifjc requirement for documenting preanalysis meetings. 
However, we observed ample evidence that coordination was taking 
place among 
recommendation 

personnel, 
to Navy or 

and therefore, 
Air Force is not 

we believe 
required. 

that a 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CORRECTIVE ACTION 

1. We 
(Production 

recommend that 
and Logistics) 

the 
issue 

Assistant 
a policy 

Secretary 
memorandum 

of 
to 

Defense 
Military 

Departments and Defense agencies emphasizing the need for 
contracting officers to require prime contractors to: 

a. Submit proposals in Federal Acquisition Regulation 
table 15-2 format, 

b. Obtain results of prime contractor's cost analyses 
before negotiations, and 

c. Take action to protect the interest of the Government 
when subcontract costs are undefinitized at the time of contract 
price negotiations on fixed-price contracts. These actions should 
include applying decrement factors to the proposed price of 
undefinitized subcontracts, using negotiated reopener clauses 
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when substantial subcontract costs have not been negotiated before 
agreement on price, or delaying contract negotiations until 
significant subcontracts have been negotiated. 

2. We recommend that the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Production and Logistics) report as material internal control 
weaknesses in the annual Statement of Assurances the noncompliance 
with the Federal Acquisition Regulation and DoD FAR Supplement 
regarding prime contractor cost analyses of subcontract price 
proposals and track the deficiencies using procedures established 
in DoD Di rective 5010. 38, 11 Internal Management Control Program, 11 

April 14, 1987. 

3. We recommend that the Di rector, Defense Contract Audit 
Agency, issue guidance establishing a requirement that Audit 
Reports on Evaluation of Initial Price Proposal identify purchase 
orders and subcontracts exceeding $100,000, for which the Federal 
Acquisition Regulation required cost analyses have not been 
performed by the prime contractor. 

4. We recommend that the Director, Defense Logistics Agency, 
issue a policy memorandum to financial services personnel 
emphasizing the requirement to conduct and document preanalysis 
meetings, which establish the party responsible for analysis of 
each proposed cost element. 

MANAGEMENT COMMENTS 

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Production and Logistics). 
The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Production and Logistics) 
nonconcurred with draft Recommendations A.l.a., A.l.b., A.l.c., 
A.l.d., and A.2. He indicated that there was no need to emphasize 
the submission of price proposals in Federal Acquisition 
Regulation (FAR) table 15-2 format because of an August 1989 
revision to the FAR, which clarified the types of information 
prime contractors must submit. Also, he stated that recent 
emphasis on subcontract pricing was sufficient. The Assistant 
Secretary felt that further emphasis at this point was not 
warranted because policy memorandums issued in November 1985 and 
April 1987 had restated the FAR requirement that contracting 
officers obtain prime contractor analyses of subcontract cost or 
pricing data and revisions to FAR 15.8 had clarified the 
Government's and prime contractor's role in subcontract pricing. 
He believed that current regulations and a memorandum issued from 
his office in April 1987 provide appropriate emphasis on the use 
of decrement factors. The Assistant Secretary further indicated 
that the use of reopener clauses would significantly delay the 
negotiation of, or eliminate the use of firm-fixed-price 
contracts. Finally, the Assistant Secretary stated that we had 
not identified a material internal control weakness because the 
reported problems were known and not new, and he believed that had 
we reviewed more recent contract actions, the results would be 
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significantly different because of increased emphasis placed on 
the issues. The full text of the Assistant Secretary's comments 
is in Appendix J. 

Defense Contract Audit Agency. The Defense Contract Audit 
Agency personnel concurred in principle with Recommendation A.3., 
stating that they will issue guidance establishing a requirement 
that Audit Reports on Evaluation of Initial Price Proposals 
identify purchase orders and subcontracts for which the FAR 
15.806-2(a) required cost analyses have not been performed by the 
prime contractor, i.e., purchase orders or subcontracts estimated 
at $1,000,000 or more, or both more than $100,000 and more than 10 
percent of the prime contractor's proposed pr ice. The complete 
text of the Defense Contract Audit Agency comments is in 
Appendix o. 

Defense Logistics Agency. The Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) 
partially concurred with Recommendation A.4., stating that a 
policy memorandum will be issued to Financial Services personnel 
emphasizing the requirement to conduct and document preanalysis 
meetings. Planned corrective action was estimated to be completed 
by December 21, 1989. The full text of the DLA comments is in 
Appendix P. 

AUDIT RESPONSE TO MANAGEMENT COMMENTS 

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Production and Logistics). 
During the audit, we were fully aware of the policy memorandums of 
November 1985 and April 1987 as well as revisions and 
clarifications to the FAR and DFARS. However, we believe that the 
conditions that we reported for the contract pr icing actions of 
fiscal year 1987 continue to exist today. Based on our 
discussions with contracting officers during the audit, which 
ended in May 1989, we perceived that many contracting officers 
were still unaware of, or unwilling to enforce, the current FAR or 
DFARS requirements. During the audit, we asked contracting 
officers if they required prime contractors to submit their 
proposals in FAR table 15-2 format. Some contracting officers had 
to refer to the FAR to see what format we were citing. One 
contracting officer, in September 1988, indicated that this was 
"the first time he had seen that (Table 15-2 format), but if you 
waited for the contractor to provide that data, you would never 
complete negotiations." Due to staffing problems not all prime 
contractor personnel performed the required analyses prior to 
negotiations. 

Many problems identified in our report are the result of 
noncompliance with the FAR and DFARS, e.g., submitting proposals 
in table 15-2 format and obtaining results of prime contractor 
cost analyses prior to negotiations. We do not believe that 
recent FAR and DFARS clarifications alone will make contracting 
officers and prime contractors comply with these regulations. 
Although increased emphasis during estimating systems surveys may 
improve compliance, we believe that contracting off icers' 
enforcement of the FAR and DFARS, on an individual contract basis, 
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will lead to significant improvements in the area of subcontract 
pricing. Therefore, we maintain that Recommendations A.l.a. and 
A.l.b. are still correct as written. Regarding decrement factors 
and reopener clauses, these "tools" have always been available to 
contracting officers when subcontract prices are undefinitized. 
However, we feel that their use needs to be emphasized because 
contracting officers applied decrement factors for only 16 of the 
30 sample contracts, and only 1 contract contained a reopener 
clause for a single subcontract. Nevertheless, prime contracts 
were still overpriced by $94 million. 

Further, the September 20, 1989, addition of FAR 15. 806-2 (e), 
which addresses excusing contractors from submitting subcontractor 
cost or pricing data and the required analysis, suggests 
" ..• steps will be taken to protect the interest of the 
Government; e.g., include a contract clause that provides for 
negotiating an adjustment to the prime contract amount after 
award." Our intention in making draft report Recommendations 
A.l.c. and A.l.d. was to provide emphasis on possible measures to 
protect the interest of the Government. As such, we have combined 
draft Recommendation A.l.d. into Recommendation A.l.c. and have 
reworded Recommendation A.l. to the report. We still believe that 
Recommendation A.l.c. is valid and request the Assistant Secretary 
reconsider his position in issuing a single policy memorandum that 
addresses Recommendations A.I.a., A.l.b. and A.l.c. 

The Assistant Secretary's response to Recommendation A.2 indicates 
that we have not identified a material internal control weakness 
because the problems identified in our report are not new and were 
previously known, and that policy memorandums have already been 
issued to deal with the problems. We disagree with the Assistant 
Secretary's position. Based on our previously discussed 
perception of the current contracting environment as related to 
subcontract pricing and the significance of subcontract costs, we 
believe that noncompliance with current policy continues and such 
noncompliances are material internal control weaknesses. 
Therefore, we request that the Assistant Secretary reconsider his 
position to Recommendation A.2. 

Defense Contract Audit Agency. We believe that DCAA's 
planned action would be a step in the right direction. However, 
we feel that establishing thresholds at the FAR 15.806-2(a) level 
allows for too many unanalyzed subcontracts to remain unidentified 
to the Procurement Contract Officer (PCO). Further, FAR 15.806-2 
also requires the prime contractor to submit subcontractor cost or 
pricing data as well as results of their cost analyses. DCAA's 
proposed guidance does not address failure to provide 
subcontractor cost or pricing data. 

FAR 15.806-l(b) requires prime contractors who are required to 
submit cost or pricing data to obtain cost or pricing data for all 
subcontracts or purchase orders expected to exceed $100,000. FAR 
15.806-l(a)(2) requires prime contractors to cost analyze and 
provide the results of their cost analyses as part of their own 
cost or pricing data submission for all items identified by FAR 
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15.806-l(b). During our audit, we reviewed 627 proposed 
noncompetitive subcontracts. Our audit disclosed that 
434 subcontracts, or 69 percent, were proposed between $100, 000 
and $1 million. Since all the contracts in our sample were valued 
at or above $10 million, application of DCAA's proposed guidance 
would not provide comments to the PCO on a significant portion of 
the proposed subcontracts when DCAA audit workpapers contain the 
information. We believe that when all members of DoD's contract 
negotiation "team," which includes the PCO, the administrative 
contracting officer and DCAA auditors, work together, the best 
possible contract price will be negotiated. With subcontract 
costs estimated to comprise over 50 percent of today's prime 
contract costs, we believe that DCAA should be required to 
identify unanalyzed subcontract costs at the threshold established 
by FAR 15.806-1, i.e., estimated at or above $100,000, in its 
price proposal reports, rather than withhold information that 
should be readily available from DCAA audit workpapers. 
Identification of unanalyzed subcontract costs estimated at or 
above $100, 000 will provide additional assistance to the PCO in 
performing his or her duties and will work to the benefit of the 
Government in negotiating better prices with the prime 
contractor. It will also assist the PCO in making an informed 
decision regarding the need to apply decrement factors or reopener 
clauses. Therefore, we believe that Recommendation A.3. is still 
valid as written and request that the Defense Contract Audit 
Agency reconsider its position in responding to the final report. 

Defense Logistics Agency. DLA's planned action is responsive to 
the intent of the finding and recommendation . 
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B. Analysis of Competitive Subcontractor Proposals 

FINDING 

Contracting officers were not always aware of prime contractor 
analyses of competitive subcontract proposals. This occurred 
because the FAR and the DFARS do not require cost analyses of 
competitive subcontracts. Prime contractors also did not apply 
decrement factors to competitively proposed subcontracts. As a 
result, prime contractors' negotiated savings of $13.3 million in 
competitive subcontract costs were not passed on to the 
Government. 

DISCUSSION OF DETAILS 

Background. The DFARS subpart 215.806(4) states that 
contracting officers are responsible for determining the 
reasonableness of the prime contract price and the subcontract 
costs included in the prime contract price. Where adequate price 
competition exists, receipt and evaluation of cost and pr icing 
data are not required because competition is supposed to provide 
the best possible price. However, in some competitive 
subcontracts, competition is not always effective in determining 
the pr ice. In these cases, the prime contractor attempts to 
negotiate a lower price with the subcontractor, often after 
completing negotiations with the Government. Prime contractors 
may also obtain lower pr ices by asking their competing 
subcontractors for the best and final offers. While negotiations 
of subcontract prices have been traditionally associated with 
noncompetitive proposals, many prime contractors have now 
established a practice of attempting to reduce prices of 
competitively proposed items. In order to ensure that the 
Government pays a fair and reasonable price on competitive 
subcontracts, the contracting officer should try to protect the 
Government's interests when it knows that the prime contractor has 
a policy or practice of negotiating competitive quotes. Such 
measures include contract reopener clauses, decrement factors, or 
a delay in holding contract negotiations. (Reopener clauses and 
decrement factors were described in Finding A.) 

Details of Audit. In our sampled contracts, we reviewed 
144 competitive subcontracts, proposed at $56.5 million, which 
were undefinitized at the time the prime contractor and Government 
agreed on a fixed contract pr ice. Based on our statistical 
sample, we estimate that 1,441 subcontracts, valued at 
$975 million, were proposed by prime contractors in FY 1987 based 
on undef initized competitive quotes at the time of contract price 
negotiations with the Government. We compared the quoted 
subcontract costs proposed to the Government with actual purchase 
prices subsequently paid by prime contractors. Our sample showed 
that prime contractors subsequently realized cost savings of 
$802,876 by obtaining price reductions on 47 of the 
144 undefinitized competitive quotes. Based on our sample, we 
projected that prime contractors realized price reductions on 
31.4 percent of their competitively proposed subcontracts. Price 
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reductions were achieved by negotiating lower prices or obtaining 
price reductions by asking for best and final offers or changing 
purchase quantities or vendors. We estimate that prime 
contractors saved $13.3 million on fixed-price contracts of 
$10 million or more negotiated in FY 1987. None of these savings 
was passed on to the Government. 

We found that 15 of the 22 prime contractors had a practice of 
attempting to obtain price reductions from competitive 
subcontractors. The various methods used, and the contractors who 
used them, to obtain pr ice reductions are shown in Appendix F. 
Further, 3 of the 15 contractors had a written policy that 
required negotiating lower prices on competitive quotes and 
catalog prices. 

Analysis and Negotiation of Competitive Quotes. Acquisition 
regulations do not require prime contractors to perform cost or 
price analysis of subcontract cost that is based on adequate price 
competition or established commercial catalog and market prices. 
Our audit disclosed that 9 prime contractors used the results of 
cost analyses or price analyses in attempting to negotiate lower 
prices on 20 competitive subcontracts with a proposed value of 
$9,517,722. The contractors were successful in negotiating lower 
pr ices on 16 subcontracts at net savings of $324, 657. However, 
the Government did not benefit from the savings because the 
subcontracts were negotiated after the prime contractor and the 
Government had agreed on a firm-fixed contract price. The 
Government contracts with prime contractors did not include 
reopener clauses to allow the Government to share in the 
subsequent savings. 

Use of Best and Final Offers. Prime contractors frequently 
attempted to obtain price reductions from their competitive 
subcontractors by asking them for best and final offers (i.e., the 
lowest possible price). Although subcontractors are not obligated 
to reduce their pr ices, some do so. When the prime contractor 
receives best and final offers at lower than previously proposed 
prices, after agreeing with the Government on a fixed-price 
contract, only the prime contractor benefits from the savings. 

Our audit showed that 5 prime contractors requested best and final 
offers on 17 subcontracts that were proposed based on competitive 
quotes at the time of contract price negotiations. Although many 
subcontractors did not reduce their prices, when they did reduce 
them prime contractors realized savings. For example, on contract 
N00024-87-C-6052, Honeywell, Underseas Systems Division, realized 
a net savings of $235,549 by obtaining best and final offers from 
2 subcontractors for 12 parts that were proposed to the Government 
based on competitive quotes totaling $3,708,319. This 
$235,549 savings include a 6.2-percent decrement factor applied by 
the contracting officer to the bill of material items for which 
purchase orders had not been issued. The prime contractor would 
have realized a $465,531 savings if the contracting officer had 
not applied the 6.2-percent decrement in developing a negotiating 
objective to protect the Government's interest. However, the 
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Government's interests may have been protected better by using a 
reopener clause when significant subcontract costs were not 
definitized at the time of prime contract price negotiations. 

Other Contractor Savings. We found that two prime 
contractors obtained lower quotes from additional vendors on 
two subcontracts. These quotes were obtained subsequent to 
agreement with the Government on a firm-fixed contract price. The 
lower quotes resulted in a cost savings of $61,752 to the prime 
contractors. We also found two prime contractors that purchased 
larger than proposed quantities on five subcontracts and received 
lower unit pr ices. The reduction in unit pr ices resulted in a 
cost savings of $35,733 to the prime contractor. The Government 
did not receive any benefit in either situation. 

Dual-sourced Parts. To develop competition, to ensure 
product quality, and to meet delivery schedules, prime contractors 
often split their procurements of a particular part among two or 
more subcontractors. The audit disclosed that prime contractors 
vary in their treatment of when to perform cost or price analyses 
of subcontractor proposals in a dual-sourced purchase arrange
ment. Most contractors believe that because prices are driven by 
competition, a cost analysis is not required. Based on our 
statistical sample, we projected that prime contractors proposed 
$1.04 billion in subcontracted materials to be placed as 
dual-source procurements. This projection applied to fixed-price 
contracts negotiated at $10 million or more in FY 1987. From this 
$1.04 billion universe, we projected that $602.6 million was 
negotiated or definitized by the prime contractor and its 
subcontractor after the prime contractor and Government had agreed 
on a firm-fixed-price contract. The audit also showed that prime 
contractors realized cost savings on dual-source proposed parts by 
negotiating ~ith their subcontractors or changing the percentage 
split among subcontractors. Since this occurred after agreement 
on a fixed pr ice with the Government, only the prime contractor 
received the benefits. Based on our statistical sample, we 
estimate these savings to be $4.96 million above the Government's 
negotiating position. These savings were not passed on to the 
Government. Because prime contractors treat individual dual
source subcontractors as either noncompetitive or competitive, we 
have not made separate recommendations addressing dual-source 
subcontracted parts. We believe that the recommendations for 
noncompetitive and competitive proposed i terns made in Finding A 
and in this finding should correct the deficiency. 

Protecting the Government's Interests. Contracting officers 
must try to protect the Government's interests when negotiating 
fixed-price contracts with prime contractors who have policies or 
practices of obtaining price reductions to competitive quotes or 
dual-sourced parts through traditional negotiations, asking for 
best and final offers, or other means. Identifying contractors 
who attempt to obtain price reducti_ons on competitive quotes 
should begin with contractor and DCAA estimating system surveys. 
The current DCAA Audit Program for Estimating Systems Surveys, 
section IV.H.3.a., requires the auditor to determine whether 
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competitive bids are solicited to obtain effective competition. 
Section IV.H.3.j. states that a determination be made as to 
whether pr ice reductions from vendors are considered in pr ice 
estimates. DCAA preaward evaluations of prime contractor price 
proposals usually develop and suggest the application of a 
decrement factor to undef initi zed quotes without distinguishing 
between noncompetitive and competitive items. We believe that 
contracting officers apply this decrement to noncompetitive quotes 
only, because they believe that competitively quoted items are not 
further reduced. Our position is supported by the findings in 
House Report 100-1026 as discussed in Part I of this report. 

To ensure that contracting officers are aware of prime contractors 
who obtain price reductions on competitive quotes, the DCAA 
estimating system surveys should indicate whether contractors have 
written policies or actual practices of obtaining price reductions 
from competitive quotes. We believe contracting officers would 
then be aware of contractors' practices when reviewing the 
estimating systems report before developing a negotiation 
position, and they would be better informed on the base costs upon 
which to apply a decrement. When contracting officers know that a 
contractor has a practice of obtaining price reductions to 
competitive quotes and the undefinitized competitive subcontract 
costs are significant, contracting officers should consider 
delaying negotiations until major subcontracts are negotiated, 
using a contract reopener clause as described in Finding A, or 
using a decrement factor. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

1. We recommend that the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Production and Logistics) include coverage of competitive and 
dual-source items in the policy memorandum issued to the Military 
Departments and Defense agencies in response to Recommendation 1 
to Finding A. The policy memorandum should emphasize the need for 
contracting officers to require prime contractors to submit 
proposals in Federal Acquisition Regulation table 15-2 format, 
obtain results of prime contractor's cost analyses before 
negotiations, and apply decrement factors to noncompetitive, 
competitive, and dual-source proposed parts whenever the 
contractor has a history of negotiating lower prices with its 
subcontractors and the proposed subcontract costs are not 
significant. The policy memorandum should encourage the use of 
negotiated reopener clauses in firm-fixed-price contracts where 
substantial subcontract costs have not been negotiated before 
agreement on pr ice, or consider delaying contract negotiations 
until these subcontracts have been negotiated. 

2. We recommend that the Director, Defense Contract Audit 
Agency, expand its audit guidance for surveys of contractor 
estimating systems and price proposal reports to include specific 
identification in reports of the applicability of decrement 
factors to both competitive and noncompetitive quotes that remain 
undefinitized at the time of contract price negotiations. 
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MANAGEMENT COMMENTS 


Assistant Secretary of Defense (Production and Logistics). The 
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Production and Logistics) 
nonconcurred with Recommendation B.l. stating that cost or pricing 
data are not required on competitive contracts and are obtained on 
dual-source contracts only when adequate price competition is 
lacking. The Assistant Secretary also indicated that amendments 
to the FAR in August 1989 and the DFARS in March and May 1989 
clarified the existing coverage on adequate price competition, the 
role the Government and its prime contractors play in pricing of 
subcontracts, and the use of historical vendor pricing 
information. Based on recent changes to the FAR and DFARS and 
his response to Recommendation A.l., the Assistant Secretary 
believes current coverage is appropriate and further emphasis at 
this point is not warranted. The full text of the Assistant 
Secretary's comments is in Appendix J. 

Defense Contract Audit Agency. The Defense Contract Audit Agency 
nonconcurred with Recommendation B.2. stating that it is currently 
providing information in relation to contractors who negotiate 
competitive or dual-source quotes through their use of decrement 
factors. A decrement factor is developed as part of DCAA's review 
of a contractor's estimating system. This decrement factor is 
used in its proposal evaluation. The decrement factor considers 
both competitive and noncompetitive subcontracts. Details 
supporting the decrement factors are presented in both estimating 
system survey reports and price proposal reports. The full text 
of the Defense Contract Audit Agency comments is in Appendix o. 

AUDIT RESPOMSE TO MANAGEMENT COMMENTS 

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Production and Logistics). The 
Assistant Secretary's response is misleading and does not address 
the intent of our finding. The thrust of the Assistant 
Secretary's response dealt with the adequacy of competition and 
subcontract pricing when cost or pricing data are required. Our 
intent was to make contracting officers aware of contractor 
practices of obtaining lower than proposed prices on competitive 
and dual-source subcontracts and, that when these practices exist, 
actions need to be taken to protect the Government's interests. 
Traditionally, competitive and dual-source subcontracts costs have 
been accepted by the Government as proposed by the prime 
contractor, based on the belief that competition would deliver the 
best price. Our audit disclosed that competitive and dual-source 
subcontracts were accepted as proposed in negotiations with 10 of 
15 prime contractors who used various practices for obtaining 
pr ice reductions on competitive quotes after negotiations were 
completed. Only five contracting officers applied a specific 
decrement factor to subcontracts based on competitive quotes. 
Because contracting officers were unaware of contractor practices, 
or did not adequately protect the Government's interests, prime 
contractors were able to reduce proposed and accepted competitive 
prices by a projected $13.3 million. Amendments to the FAR and 
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DFARS, as well as other policy memorandums issued over the past 
3 years, have not placed the proper emphasis on what we believe is 
a recent trend among prime contractors, i.e., obtaining price 
reductions on competitive or dual-sourced subcontracts. 
Therefore, we believe that Recommendation B.l. is still correct as 
written and request the Assistant Secretary to reconsider his 
position by responding to the final report. 

Defense Contract Audit Agency. We agree with the Defense 
Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) comments regarding the development 
and presentation of decrement factor information in estimating 
system survey reports and pr ice proposal reports. However, as 
discussed in Finding B, DCAA pr ice proposal reports suggest the 
application of a decrement factor to undefinitized quotes, without 
distinguishing between noncompetitive and competitive items. We 
still believe that contracting officers apply this decrement 
factor only to noncompetitive quotes because they believe that 
competitively quoted items are not further reduced. Of the 
16 contracts where the contracting officer applied a decrement 
factor during negotiations, only 6 contracting officers 
specifically applied a decremen~ to competitive quotes. However, 
prime contractors realized savings on competitive quotes for 8 of 
these 16 contracts. We believe that the Defense Contract Audit 
Agency should indicate in both their estimating system survey 
reports and price proposal reports that the decrement factor 
should be applied to undef initized competitive and noncompetitive 
quotes as applicable, rather than only to "undef ini ti zed 
quotes." This additional information should put contracting 
officers in a better position during contract price 
negotiations. Recommendation B.2. has been reworded for the final 
report and expanded to make it more specific. We request that the 
Defense Contract Audit Agency reconsider its position to the 
revised Recommendation B.2. by responding to the final report. 
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C. Government Assist Audits Published After Contract Price 
Negotiations 

FINDING 

The 
did 

Government made 
not receive any 

audits of subcontract proposals for 
benefits. This situation occurred 

which it 
because 

contracting officers did not always follow up with DCAA on 
outstanding assist audit reports before reaching the final 
agreement on contract price or they did not delay negotiations 
pending assist audit results for subcontract costs. Also, 
contracting officers requested, and DCAA performed, assist audits 
after the prime contractor and the Government agreed on a firm
f ixed contract pr ice. In these situations, contracting off icers 
wasted DoD contract audit resources. As a result, we projected 
that DCAA performed 76 assist audits costing $169, 742 in audit 
resources, which had potential benefits to the prime contractor, 
but the Government did not receive any benefits. 

DISCUSSION OF DETAILS 

Background. Assist audit reports are intended to provide the 
contracting officer a detailed analysis of subcontractor proposals 
to determine the reasonableness of the total proposed contract 
price, to develop prenegotiation objectives and to negotiate the 
contract. DFARS subpart 215.806(9)(6) provides a contract clause 
that may be used for subsequent redetermination of contract cost 
for subcontracts not negotiated when the prime contractor and the 
Government agreed on contract price. The use of assist audits is 
essential for the contracting officer to protect the Government's 
interest in contract negotiations. 

We reviewed the use of results from the 152 assist audits 
performed for 30 fixed-price contracts in our statistical 
sample. Our sample included 19 assist audits (Appendix H) 
published after the prime contractor and Government had agreed on 
a fixed-price contract. The Government wasted DoD contract audit 
resources in performing these audits, and received no benefit from 
these 19 assist audits. However, we found that the use of results 
from three assist audits contributed toward a prime contractor's 
savings of $538,869 when compared to the Government's negotiation 
position. Based on our sample, we projected that the Government 
did not receive any benefit from 76 of the 1, 140 assist audits 
performed by DCAA on FY 1987 fixed-price contracts of at least 
$10 million. However, prime contractors often used results of 
assist audits in their subcontract negotiations. 

Assist Audits Requested Before But Published After Contract 
Negotiation. Our sample showed that 7 of the 19 assist audits 
published after contract price negotiations were requested before 
negotiations. These seven audits cost DCAA $15,109 to perform. 
Based on our statistical sample, we projected that 53 assist 
audits, costing DCAA $114,396 in audit resources, did not benefit 
the Government because the audit results were published after 
contract negotiations. We reviewed prenegotiation and price 
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negotiation memorandums and did not find any evidence of 
contracting officers contacting DCAA to determine the results or 
status of these assist audits. Discussions with contracting 
officers indicated that they were under time pressure to get 
contracts awarded and would not delay negotiations to wait for 
assist audit results. 

Our audit disclosed that the results of four assist audits for 
subcontracts proposed at $4,945,213 were published within 11 days 
after completion of contract negotiations. However, contracting 
officers neither delayed contract negotiations nor contacted DCAA 
concerning the status of these four assist audits. We reviewed 
the prime contractors' subcontract cost analyses and price 
negotiation memorandums related to these four assist audits and 
determined that in two instances, prime contractors used the 
assist audit results in negotiating with their subcontractors. 
Use of the audit results contributed toward saving prime 
contractors $212, 970 above the Government's negotiated or 
decremented position for the audited proposals and an additional 
savings of $270,760 for one prime contractor who combined buys for 
two production lots, for a total savings of $483,730. In another 
instance, the audit results of a $289,210 proposal were published 
30 days after Government negotiations. The results were used by 
the prime contractor in negotiating with the subcontractor and 
contributed toward a savings of $55, 139. However, these savings 
were not recoverable because the Government did not have any 
recourse in the adjustment of the prime contract price after 
contract award. 

Assist Audi ts Requested and Performed After Contract 
Negotiation. Our sample showed that 12 of the 19 assist audits 
published after contract price negotiations were also requested by 
contracting officers after agreeing to a firm-fixed contract 
price. The 12 audits cost DCAA $28,876 to perform. We projected 
that 23 assist audits, costing DCAA $55, 346 in audit resources, 
were requested and performed after the prime contractor and the 
Government agreed on a firm-fixed contract price. As a result of 
being requested after contract award, these assist audits did not 
benefit the Government in the negotiation of contract price. 
Further, price reductions achieved as a result of the prime 
contractors' use of these assist audits were not recoverable 
because the Government did not use a contract clause allowing for 
an adjustment of the prime contract price after the contract 
award. Because the Government could not receive any benefit on 
the negotiations of the immediate contracts, these assist audits 
amounted to "free" audit services of subcontract price proposals 
benefiting only the prime contractor. 

Our audit disclosed that the U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Command 
requested 10 assist audits for contract DAAE07-86-C-A050 with AVCO 
Lycoming Co. after a firm-fixed contract price had been 
negotiated. The contracting officer's letter to the 
administrative contracting officer cited that the assist audits 
were necessary to ensure the reasonableness of the total pr ice 
even though the prime contract was already awarded. The 



contracting officer provided additional rationale for requesting 
the assist audits as follows: 

1. In pricing the prime contract, AVCO Lycoming 
presumed such services would be available. No 
alternative methods of evaluation were discussed or 
priced. 

2. AVCO's purchasing system policies provide for 
assist audits. Failure to properly analyze 
subcontract prices would certainly be an issue during 
the next purchasing system review. 

3. Future spares contracts are likely to be 
based on contract DAAE07-86-C-A050 material prices. 
Pricing of such spares when a subcontract is involved 
may require an assist audit anyway. If the spare item 
is broken out to the subcontractor, DCAA will already 
have analyzed a larger buy for the spare part and the 
subcontractor will not be able to argue that the 
(unaudited) price with the prime contractor is the 
fair and reasonable price. 

In our opinion, the requests for assist audits were not justified 
because they could not be used by the contracting officer to 
determine the reasonableness of the total proposed price, to 
develop a prenegotiation objective, or to negotiate the immediate 
contract. The need for, and request of, audit assistance should 
have occurred early in the proposal review process instead of 
after contract award. Further, it would be more appropriate to 
price future spares proposals on subcontract cost analyses 
performed on the most current cost and pricing data available. 
The Government did not receive any benefit from these 10 assist 
audits in the negotiation of contract DAAE07-86-C-A050 because the 
contract was negotiated before the contracting officer 1 s audit 
requests. DCAA expended $23, 815 in performing these 10 assist 
audits. The prime contractor used the results of at least 5 of 
these 10 assist audits in its subcontract negotiations. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CORRECTIVE ACTION 

1. We recommend that the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Production and Logistics) issue a policy memorandum to the 
Military Departments and Defense agencies that emphasizes to 
contracting officers the need to: 
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• Follow up with the Defense Contract Audit Agency on 
outstanding assist audits before prime contractor and Government 
agreement on final contract price occurs, or 

• Use a contract reopener clause for subsequent 
redetermination of subcontract costs for significant subcontracts 
not negotiated at the time the prime contractor and the Government 
agree on contract price when it is known that an assist audit is 
in progress or will be requested, or delay negotiations pending 
assist audit results. 

2. We recommend that the Commander, U.S. Army Tank-Automotive 
Command, issue policy guidance to its contracting officers that 
ensures: 

a. Requests for assist audits of subcontractor price 
proposals are made sufficiently in advance of price negotiations 
so that results may be used in developing negotiation objectives. 

b. Any requests for assist audits after price 
negotiations on firm-fixed-price contracts are only made if there 
will be a potential direct monetary benefit (i.e., price 
reduction) to the Government on the immediate contract. 

MANAGEMENT COMMENTS 

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Production and Logistics). The 
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Production and Logistics) 
partially concurred with Recommendation C.l. stating that he would 
issue a policy memorandum that emphasizes follow up with DCAA on 
outstanding assist audits before agreement on final price. The 
full text of ~he Assistant Secretary's comments is in Appendix J. 

Army. The Army nonconcurred with Finding C, stating it disagreed 
with the audit conclusion that the Government did not receive any 
benefits from assist audits performed after the prime contractor 
and the Government agreed on a firm-fixed contract price. The 
Army further stated that: 

In negotiating firm-fixed price contracts, the U.S. 
Army Tank-Automotive Command generally agrees to 
provide assist audits, as necessary, for the prime 
contractor in exchange for a decrement factor on the 
contract price. In effect, the Government receives 
its monetary benefits for assist audits in the form of 
reduced prices at the time the contract is awarded. 

However, the Army concurred with Recommendation C.2.a. and 
indicated concurrence with Recommendation C.2.b. Regarding 
Recommendation C.2.a., management indicated that policy guidance 
would be issued by January 31, 1990. In response to 
Recommendation C.2.b., management indicated that policy guidance 
would be issued by January 31, 1990, 
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••• with the stipulation that requests for assist 
audits after contract award on firm-fixed price 
contracts will be made only if (i) it is believed that 
the assist audits will result in a potential direct 
monetary benefit to the Government on the immediate 
contract, or (ii) they can be directly linked to 
decrement factors which were agreed to by the prime 
contractor during contract negotiations. 

The full text of the Army's response is shown in Appendix L. 

AUDIT RESPONSE TO MANAGEMENT COMMENTS 

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Production and Logistics). The 
Assistant Secretary's planned action in response to Recommendation 
C.1. was responsive to the intent of the finding and 
recommendation. For this report, we merged draft report 
Recommendations D.l.a., D.l.b., and D.l.c. into Recommendation 
C.l. to improve readability. Because the Assistant Secretary did 
not provide an estimated completion date for Recommendation C.l., 
we are asking that he do so in response to the final report. 

The Comptroller of the DoD, although not specifically requested, 
fully concurred with Recommendations C.l.a. Refer to Appendix K 
for the Comptroller's complete comments. 

Army. The Army's basis for nonconcurring with the audit finding 
is unsupportable. Specifically, we reviewed the Army's Business 
Clearance Review for the AGT1500 Engine Multiyear Procurement and 
the Pr ice Negotiation Memorandum for contract DAAE07-86-C-A050, 
modification PZ0009. We could not find any indication that the 
negotiated decrement factor was in any way related to the 
continuation of audit assistance after price finalization. 
Further, during our exit brief, contracting personnel at the 
U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Command indicated that they directed the 
continuation of audit assistance in order to help the prime 
contractor maintain an approved purchasing system. 

In general, the negotiation of a decrement is part of the normal 
negotiation process. The Defense Contract Audit Agency will 
routinely recommend in its preaward audit, and the contracting 
officer will routinely attempt to negotiate, decrements for 
significant proposed subcontract costs which are undefinitized at 
the time that the prime contractor and Government agree on a firm
f ixed contract pr ice. Decrements are based on historical data 
which show that the contractor, as a matter of business, is able 
to negotiate prices with its subcontractor that are lower than 
proposed and are not tied to audit support. Therefore, we believe 
that the audit finding is valid as written and request that the 
Army reconsider its position in response to the final audit 
report. 

The Army's response to Recommendation C.2.b. is a partial 
concurrence because the Army's stipulation to directly link post
award assist audit requests to agreed upon decrement factors does 
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not comply with the intent of the recommendation. We believe that 
contracting officers have been able to negotiate adequate 
decrements without providing for postaward audit assistance and 
that the Army's "linking" stipulation will only increase requests 
for DoD's limited audit resources, without providing an additional 
monetary return. Also, we doubt that the Defense Contract Audit 
Agency would perform such audits if they knew that a firm-fixed 
contract price had been finalized, unless the contract contained 
"reopener" clauses for a specific subcontract. The Comptroller of 
the Department of Defense shares our concerns regarding the use of 
DoD's limited audit resources (see Appendix K for comments from 
the Comptroller, DoD). Therefore, we request that the Army 
reconsider its position and delete any requirement to link post
award assist audit requests to negotiated decrement factors, when 
issuing guidance in response to Recommendation C.2. 
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D. Potential Defective Pricing of Nine Contracts 

FINDING 

Nine contractors potentially violated the provisions of the Truth 
in Negotiations Act, as amended (formerly codified at 10 u.s.c., 
title 10, section 2306(f)), by not providing accurate, complete, 
and current cost or pricing data in support of their subcontract 
costs. These nine contractors did not provide the Government 
negotiator with the most current quotes available, did not update 
proposals to reflect subcontract pr ices negotiated before 
agreement on prime contract price, or did not disclose results of 
their cost analyses and negotiation targets for undef initized 
subcontracts developed before agreement on contract price. As a 
result, these nine contracts were potentially defectively pr iced 
by $1.47 million. All potential defective pricing has been 
referred to cognizant DCAA off ices and will be incorporated into 
their comprehensive defective pricing reviews. 

DISCUSSION OF DETAILS 

Background. The Truth in Negotiations Act, as amended, 
is intended to avoid contract overpricing by ensuring that the 
Government and contractor have equal knowledge of facts 
(informational parity) affecting contract pricing. Informational 
parity is achieved by requiring Government contractors to certify 
that their cost or pricing data are accurate, complete, and 
current at the time of agreement on contract price. The Truth in 
Negotiations Act also requires a downward price adjustment if a 
negotiated price is overstated because a contractor furnished 
inaccurate, incomplete, or noncurrent pr icing data to the 
Government. 

Details of the Audit. An audit of the prime 
contractor's proposed bills of material, accounting records, and 
the Government's negotiation memorandums for the 30 sampled 
contract actions disclosed that 9 contractors (Appendix H) 
potentially violated the Truth in Negotiations Act, as amended, by 
not providing the Government negotiators with accurate, complete, 
and current cost or pricing data for subcontracted i terns. We 
reviewed available data for 949 i terns proposed at $100, 000 or 
more. The review disclosed that 35 i terns on 9 contracts were 
potentially defectively priced by a total of $1,471,202. The 
potential defective pricing occurred because contractors did not 
provide the Government negotiator with the most current quotes 
available before negotiations, the subcontract pr ices were 
negotiated before prime contract negotiations at prices lower than 
proposed, and the results of their cost analyses and negotiation 
targets for undef initized subcontracts developed before prime 
contract negotiations. 

We did not perform a complete review of all material or other cost 
elements proposed by these contractors because this was outside 
the scope of our audit. All potential defective pricing has been 
referred to cognizant DCAA offices, who have agreed to incorporate 
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our results into their comprehensive defective pr1c1ng reviews. A 
complete review of all cost elements may disclose additional 
defective pricing or offsets to defective pricing. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CORRECTIVE ACTION 

1. We recommend that the Assistant Secretary of the Navy 
(Shipbuilding and Logistics): 

a. Request the cognizant procurement contracting 
officers to monitor the progress of the responsible Defense 
Contract Audit Agency offices that have agreed to perform 
comprehensive defective pr1c1ng reviews on the following 
contracts, based on our referral of potential defective pricing of 
$1,147,229. 

Potential 
Defective 

Contract Amount 

N00019-86-C-0326 $ 686,303 
N00019-87-C-0052 33,454 
N00024-86-C-5212 184,250 
N00024-87-C-6318 17,098 
N00024-87-C-6066 138,107 
N00039-87-C-0088 88,017 

$1,147,229 

b. Take appropriate action to recover any contract 
overpricing pursuant to the Truth in Negotiations Act, as amended. 

2. We recommend that the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force 
(Acquisition): 

a. Request the cognizant procurement contracting officer 
to monitor the progress of the responsible Defense Contract Audit 
Agency off ice that has agreed to perform comprehensive defective 
pricing reviews based on our referral of potential defective 
pricing of $244,009 on the following contracts. 

Potential 
Defective 

Contract Amount 

F33657-86-C-0068 $104,758 

F34601-87-C-2269 139,251 


$244,009 

b. Take appropriate action to recover any contract 
overpricing pursuant to the Truth in Negotiations Act, as amended. 



3. We recommend that the Assistant Secretary of the Army 
(Research, Development and Acquisition): 

a. Request the cognizant procurement contracting officer 
at the U.S. Army Missile Command to monitor the progress of the 
responsible Defense Contract Audit Agency office that has agreed 
to perform a comprehensive defective pricing review based on our 
referral of potential defective pr icing of $79, 964 on Contract 
Number DAAHOl-87-C-0220. 

b. Take appropriate action to recover any contract 
overpricing pursuant to the Truth in Negotiations Act, as amended. 

MANAGEMENT COMMENTS 

Navy. The Navy nonconcurred with Recommendation D.1.a. stating 
that "it is not appropriate nor is there time for Navy contracting 
officers to monitor DCAA auditors. If DCAA believes there is 
defective pr icing, they will notify us and at that time we will 
take appropriate action." The Navy concurred with draft 
Recommendation D.l.b. Refer to Appendix M for the Navy's complete 
comments. 

Air Force. The Air Force concurred with Recommendation D.2. 
stating it has requested the cognizant PCO to take action as 
necessary to follow up on the defective pricing audits. Refer to 
Appendix N for the Air Force's complete comments. 

Army. The Army concurred with Recommendation 0.3. and stated that 
it is waiting for the Defense Contract Audit Agency to complete 
i t;:s defective pr icing review. The Army indicated that it would 
negotiate and recover any funds due the Government upon receipt of 
the Defense Contract Audit Agency report. The Army established a 
target completion date of March 31, 1990. Refer to Appendix L for 
the Army's complete comments. 

AUDIT RESPONSE TO MANAGEMENT COMMENTS 

The Army and Air Force planned actions are responsive to the 
finding and recommendation. 

Although the Navy nonconcurred with Recommendation D.l.a., it 
indicated that it would take appropriate action when notified by 
DCAA that defective pricing had occurred. As such, we feel that 
the Navy's planned action is responsive with the intent of our 
finding and recommendation. 
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SCHEDULE OF SAMPLED CONTRACTS 


Strata Contractor Contract Number 

Value of 
Contract 1/ 
Action -

Negotiated 
Contract 2/ 
Value -

Net 
Savings 3/ 
<Loss> 

(in Thousands) 

1 Honeywell, Inc., Armament Systems Div. DAAA09-87-C-1122 $ 19,350 $ 25,800 $ 0 
1 Cummins Engine Co. DAAE07-87-C-A001 33,519 33,519 0 
1 LTV Aerospace and Defense Co. DAAHOl-87-C-0220-0005 43, 117 44,129 2 
1 Boeing Military Airplane Co. F34601-87-C-1390 14,545 45,500 219 
1 Cubic Corporation N00019-87-C-0052 12,952 12,952 37 
1 General Electric Co., NDTSD N00024-87-C-4279 20,640 20,640 61 
1 UNISYS N00024-87-C-5351 35,220 35,220 0 
1 UNISYS N00024-87-C-5351-P0003 14,000 14,000 197 
1 Hughes Aircraft Co. N00024-87-C-6066 22,105 22,105 69 
1 Goodyear Aerospace Corp. N00024-87-C-6318 33,000 33,000 <355> 
1 Rockwell International, ASMD N00039-87-C-0088 11,271 17,665 <31> 
1 Rockwell-Marconi JVT N00039-87-C-0282 14,017 42,260 3,917 
2 Ford Aerospace and 

Communication Corp. 
2 General Electric Co., OSD DAAE07-86-C-A023 59,551 62,817 150 

DAAB07-86-C-E019-0002 50,570 103,581 <94> 

2 Raytheon Company, MSD DAAHOl-86-C-0262-0057 82,521 82,521 758 
2 Hughes Aircraft Company DAAJ09-87-C-A095 67,000 67,000 877 
2 Raytheon Company, MSD F08635-87-C-0065-1/2/3 66,800 156,438 185 
2 Grumman Aerospace Corp. N00019-86-C-0096-0007 66,875 213,600 <998> 
2 Motorola, Inc. (GEG) N00024-87-C-5310 51,481 59 '811 50 
2 Hughes Aircraft Co. N00039-87-C-0211 81,172 81,172 0 
3 Textron Lycoming DAAE07-86-C-A050 4/ 470,922 1,047,081 583 
3 Detroit Diesel Allison Division, GMC DAAE07-87-C-A010 115 ,371 115 ,289 14 
3 Loral Electronics Systems F33657-86-C-0068 104,800 126,000 387 
3 Lockheed Corp. F33657-86-C-2000 162,400 820,400 <15> 
3 Boeing Military Airplane Co. F34601-87-C-2269 164,216 164,216 738 
3 International Business 

Machines Corp. N00024-86-C-5212 116 ,223 205,250 217 
3 Morton-Thiokol, Inc. N00024-87-C-5331 162,495 162,495 2,022 
3 Honeywell, Inc., Undersea Systems Div. N00024-87-C-6052 136,520 399,000 1,495 
4 McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Co. DAAJ09-87-C-A009 1,143,577 1,143,577 2,688 
4 Texas Instruments, Inc. 

Total $3,892,009 $5 ,872 ,817 $16,121 
N00019-86-C-0326 515,779 515,779 2,948 

Footnotes are on the next page. 
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1/ This column represents the values from which the sample 
selection and stratification were based as identified in the 
Individual Contract Action Report (DD Form 350) at yearend 
FY 1987. Appendix B explains the sample methodology. 

2/ This column represents the negotiated value of the contract 
action upon which the audit was performed. 

3/ This column indicates the net savings or <loss> realized by the 
prime contractor through negotiations with its subcontractors 
subsequent to agreement on a fixed-price contract with the 
Government. The savings or <loss> considers the Government's 
negotiating objectives, including decrements applied by the 
contracting officer, and is the sum of all savings or losses for 
noncompetitive, competitive and dual-source items proposed at or 
above $100, 000 per i tern. See page 2 of this audit report for 
additional details on the audit scope. 

4/ Value of contract action DAAE07-86-C-A050 includes 
modifications PZ0009, POOOll, P00015 and P00020. 
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SAMPLE METHODOLOGY 


A stratified random sample was used for this audit to reduce the 
expected high level of variation. The scope of this audit was 
FY's 1986 and 1987 fixed-price contract actions negotiated during 
FY 1987 with a minimum value of $10 million. The DD350 data base 
was used to determine the universe, which was divided into four 
strata. A total of 30 pr icing actions were reviewed within the 
four strata to obtain a 90-percent confidence level with a 
precision of +/- 15 percent on the dollar projection. The 
four strata were divided and the sample was selected as follows: 

Universe Sam12le 
Dollars Dollars 

Strata Actions (billions) Actions (billions) 

Stratum I $10-50 MIL 408 $ 8.513 12 $ 0.294 
Stratum II $50-100 MIL 41 2.814 8 .526 
Stratum III $100-500 MIL 29 4.885 8 1.413 
Stratum IV $Over 500 MIL 3 2.530 2 1.659 

Total 481 $18.742 30 $ 3.892........... 


The DD350 universe had to be adjusted for actions that either were 
misclassified or represented advanced long-lead funding actions 
that had not been given a final price. This adjustment reduced 
the projectable universe to the following: 

Universe 
Dollars 

Strata Actions (billions) 

Stratum I $10-50 MIL 175 $ 4.207 
Stratum II $50-100 MIL 27 1.871 
Stratum III $100-500 MIL 21 3.913 
Stratum IV $Over $500 MIL 2 1.659 

Total 225 $11.650 
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SCHEDULE OF FEDERAL ACQUISITION REGULATION REQUIRED SUPPORTING DATA 

FREQUENTLY OMITTED FROM CONTRACTORS' PRICE PROPOSALS 


Contractor Contract Number 

Type 
of 

Subcontract 

Degree 
ot 

Competition 

Basis For 
Establishing 

Source 

Reasonableness 
of 

Price 

Results of 
Prime's Cost 

Analysis 

Honeywel I, Inc., Armament Systems Div. DAAA09-87-C-1122 No No Yes No No 

Cummins Engine Co. DAAE07-87-C-A001 No No No No No 

LTV Aerospace and Defense Co. DAAHOl-87-C-0220-0005 No Yes Yes No No 

Boeing Military Airplane Co. F34601-87-C-1390 No No No No No 

Cubic Corporation N00019-87-C-0052 No No No No No 

General Electric Co., NOTS Div. N00024-87-C-4279 No No No No No 

UNISYS N00024-87-C-5351 No No No No No 

UNISYS N00024-87-C-5351-P0003 No No No No No 

Hughes Aircraft Co. N00024-87-C-6066 No No No Yes No 

Goodyear Aerospace Corp. N00024-87-C-6318 No Yes Yes No No 

Rockwel I International N00039-87-C-0088 No No No No No 

Rockwel I-Marconi JVT N00039-87-C-0282 Yes .!/ No No No No 
Ford Aerospace & Communication Corp. DAAB07-86-C-E019-0002 No No No No No 
General Electric Co., Ordnance Sys Div DAAE07-86-C-A023 
Raytheon Co., Missile Systems Orv. DAAHOl-86-C-0262-0057 

No 
No 

No 
No 

No 
No 

No 
Yes 

No 
No 

Hughes Aircraft Company DAAJ09-87-C-A095 Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

Raytheon Co., Missr le Systems Div. F08635-87-C-0065-1/2/3 No No No No No 

Grumman Aerospace Corp. N00019-86-C-0096-0007 No No No No No 

Motorola, Inc. (GEG) N00024-87-C-5310 No No No No No 

Hughes Aircraft Co. N00039-87-C-0211 No No No No No 

Textron Lycoming DAAE07-86-C-A0550-009/015 No No No No No 

Detroit Diesel Al I ison Div., GMC DAAE07-87-C-A010 No No No Yes No 

Loral Electronics Systems F33657-86-C-0068 Yes Yes No No No 

Lockheed Corp. F33657-86-C-2000 No No No No No 

Boeing Military Airplane Co. F34601-87-C-2269 No No No No No 

International Business Machines Corp. N00024-86-C-5212 21 21 21 21 21 

Morton-Thiokol, Inc. N00024-87-C-5331 No No No No No 

Honeywell, Inc., Undersea Systems Div. N00024-87-C-6052 No No No No No 

McDonnel I Douglas Helicopter Co. DAAJ09-87-C-A009 No No No Yes No 

Texas Instruments, Inc. N00019-86-C-0326 No No No No No 

Total (when information was avai I able) 3 4 4 5 0 

1/ Yes indicates that element was included on Bi I I of Material. 

21 Contractor did not provide a Bill of Material. 
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SCHEDULE OF COBTRACTS WITH UHABALYZED SUBCOBTRACT 

PROPOSALS AT TIME OF FIELD PRICING REPORT 


Did Field Pricing 
Report Reference 
Unanalyzed Subcontract 

Contractor Contract Number Proposals? 

Boeing Military Airplane Co. F34601-87-C-1390 Yes 
Cubic Corporation N00019-87-C-0052 No 
UNISYS N00024-87-C-5351 Yes 
UNISYS N00024-87-C-5351-P0003 Yes 
Hughes Aircraft Co. N00024-87-C-6066 No 
General Electric Co., OSD DAAE07-86-C-A023 Yes 
Raytheon Co., Missile Sys. Div. DAAHOl-86-C-0262-0057 No 
Hughes Aircraft Company DAAJ09-87-C-A095 No 
Raytheon Co., Missile Sys. Div. F08635-87-C-0065-l/2/3 Yes 
Grumman Aerospace Corp. N00019-86-C-0096-0007 Yes 
Motorola, Inc.-GEG N00024-87-C-5310 No 
Textron Lycoming DAAE07-86-C-A050-009/015 No 
Detroit Diesel Allison Div., GMC DAAE07-87-C-A010 No 
Loral Electronics Systems F33657-86-C-0068 No 
Lock.heed Corp. F33657-86-C-2000 Yes 
International Business 

Machines Corp. N00024-86-C-5212 No 
Morton-Thiokol, Inc. N00024-87-C-5331 No 
Honeywell, Inc., Underseas Sys. Div. N00024-87-C-6052 No 
McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Co. DAAJ09-87-C-A009 Yes 
Texas Instruments, Inc. N00019-86-C-0326 No 
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DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY COHTRACT 

ADMINISTRATION OFFICES VISITED 


Contractor 
 Contract No. 
Preanalysis

Meeting 
Administrating 


Office 
 * 
Rockwell-Marconi JVT 
 N00039-87-C-0282 Yes DCASPRO R. I. 
Cubic Corp. 
 N00019-87-C-0052 No DCASR Los Angeles 
Cummins Engine Co. 
 DAAE07-87-C-A001 No DCASMA Indianapolis 
General Electric Co. 
 N00024-87-C-4279 No DCASPRO GE 
Goodyear Aerospace Corp. 
 N00024-87-C-6318 Yes DCASPRO Loral 
Honeywell, Inc., ASD 
 DAAA09-87-C-1122 Yes DCASPRO Honeywell 
Hughes Aircraft Co. 
 N00024-87-C-6066 No DCASPRO Hughes 
Ford Aerospace and 


Communication Corp. 
Hughes Aircraft Co. N00039-87-C-0211 No DCASPRO Hughes 
Motorola, Inc.-GEG N00024-87-C-5310 No DCASMA Phoenix 
Raytheon Co., MSD DAAHOl-86-C-0262-0057 No DCASR Boston 
Raytheon Co., MSD F08635-87-C-0065-l/2/3 No DCASPRO Raytheon 
IBM Corp. N00024-86-C-5212 No DCASPRO IBM 
Loral Electronics Systems F33657-86-C-0068 No DCASPRO Loral 
Textron Lycoming DAAE07-86-C-AOSO Yes DCASPRO Textron 
Detroit Diesel Allison Div. DAAE07-86-C-A010 No DCASPRO Allison 
Honeywell, Inc., USO N00024-87-C-6052 Yes DCASPRO Honeywell 
Texas Instruments, Inc. N00019-86-C-0326 Yes DCASPRO T,. I. 

* 

 

DAAB07-86-C-E019-002 No DCASMA Denver 

DCASPRO - Defense Contract Administration Services (DCAS) Plant 
Representative Office 

DCASR - DCAS Region 
DCASMA - DCAS Management Area 
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SCHEDULE OF CONTRACTORS ATTEMPTING 

TO OBTAIN PRICE REDUCTIONS OH COMPETITIVE QUOTES 


Detroit Diesel Allison Div., 
General Motors Corp. x x 

Ford Aerospace and 
Communications Corp. x 

General Electric Co., 
Ordnance Systems Div. x 

General Electric Co., Naval 
Drive Turbine Systems Div. x x 

Goodyear Aerospace Corp. x 
Grumman Aerospace Corp. x x 
Honeywell, Inc., Undersea 

Systems Div. x 
Loral Electronics Systems x 
LTV Aerospace & Defense Co. x 
McDonnell Douglas 
Helicopter Co. x 

Raytheon Co., Missile 
Systems Div. x 

Rockwell International, ASMD x 
Texas Instruments, Inc. x 
Textron Lycoming x 
UNISYS x 

Negotiated With 
Asked For Subcontractor Selected 
Best and After Performing New, Lower Increased 

Final Offer Cost/Price Analysis Priced Vendor Quantities 
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ASSIST AUDITS PUBLISHED AFTER CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS 


A. Assist Audits Requested Before, But Not Published Until After Prime Contract Award 

Report 
Number 

Report 
Date 

Prime Contract 
Number Negotiation Date 

Audit 
Request 

Date 

125171210063-7-312 11/25/86 DAAJ09-87-C-A009 11/14/86 09/03/86 

21807E210057-0437 02/17/87 DAAJ09-87-C-A009 11/14/86 02/16/86 

22017A210.028 11/24/86 DAAJ09-87-C-A009 11/14/86 09/29/86 

31017C210166 05/12/87 DAAE07-86-C-A050 03/25/87 12/11/86 

16718B210015 10/19/87 N00024-87-C-5331 09/17/87 09/17/87 

31217B210061 02/26/87 DAAE07-87-C-A010 02/18/87 10/31/86 

4181-8D210013 08/12/87 F08635-87-C-0065-P002 08/13/87 !/ 07/02/87 

B. Assist Audits Requested and Published After Prime Contract Award 

Report 
Number 

Report 
Date 

Prime Contract 
Number Negotiation Date 

Audit 
Request 

Date 

6261-7H210.062 08/03/87 DAAE07-86-C-A050 03/25/87 05/05/87 

3101-8C210073 10/27/87 DAAE07-86-C-A050 03/25/87 08/24/87 

11018J2100678678 08/05/88 DAAE07-86-C-A050 03/25/87 04/23/88 

11018C2101498561 05/24/88 DAAE07-86-C-A050 03/25/87 02/03/88 

22608F210078-1 08/12/88 DAAE07-86-C-A050 03/25/87 06/30/88 

6141-7C210033 07/01/87 DAAE07-86-C-A050 03/25/87 05/22/87 

7261-8P210257 08/02/88 DAAE07-86-C-A050 03/25/87 06/28/88 

7261-8P210017 09/11/87 DAAE07-86-C-A050 03/25/87 07/10/87 

2211-7C2106608019 07/16/87 DAAE07-86-C-A050 03/25/87 05/29/87 

2120-782103877975 06/02/87 DAAE07-86-C-A050 03/25/87 02/23/87 ~/ 

6241-8J210026269 01/28/88 N00024-87-C-6318 10/28/86 12/23/87 

3541-8A210036 03/31/88 DAAHOl-86-C-0262 06/29/87 01/14/88 

Footnotes are on the next page. 
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!/ Negotiations were conducted at Eglin AFB between April 13, 
1987, and July 17, 1987, and were continued by telephone between 
July 20, 1987, and August 13, 1987; as such, we considered the 
audit results as being received after negotiations. 

~/ Although this audit was actually requested before negotiations, 
we considered the request to be after negotiations because the 
contracting officer agreed to extend the report due date from 
03/31/87 to 05/26/87. The contracting officer directed the 
administrative contracting officer to continue providing assist 
audit services even though the prime contract had been awarded. 
We took exception with the contracting officer's direction. 
Additional comments are in Finding o. 
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SCHEDULE OF CONTRACTS WITH POTENTIAL DEFECTIVE PRICING 


Contract Number Contractor 
Potential 

Defective Pricing 

N00024-87-C-6066 Hughes Aircraft Company $138,107 

N00019-86-C-0326 Texas Instruments, Inc. 686,303 

F33657-86-C-0068 LORAL Electronics Systems 104,758 

F34601-87-C-2269 Boeing Military Airplane Co. 139,251 

N00019-87-C-0052 CUBIC Corporation 33,454 

N00039-87-C-0088 Rockwell International 88,017 

N00024-87-C-6318 LORAL (formerly Goodyear 
Aerospace Corporation) 17,098 

N00024-86-C-5212 International Business 
Machines Corporation 184,250 

DAAHOl-87-C-0220 LTV Aerospace and 
Defense Company 79,964 

$1,471,202 
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POTENTIAL MONETARY SAVINGS AND OTHER BENEFITS 


Recommendation Amount and/or 
Reference Description of Benefit Type of Benefit 

ALL 	 Compliance with regulations, * 

Internal Control and Economy 

and Efficiency 


* This report contains undeterminable monetary benefits. Our 
audit projections for FY 1987 were based on various procurements 
from a number of buying commands within the three Military 
Departments. The contracts included single-year and multiyear 
procurements, of which some contained options. As such, we were 
unable to project monetary benefits as any prospective cost 
avoidance would be based on undeterminable future requirements. 
Also, any defective pricing that results from this audit will be 
reported by the Defense Contract Audit Agency where the potential 
defective pricing was referred for complete review. 
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON. O.C 20301 ...000 

December 6, 	1989 
PRODUCTION AND 

LOGISTICS 

(P)CPF 

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR AUDITING 
ATTN: ACTING DIRECTOR, CONTRACT MANAGEMENT 
DIRECTORATE 

SUBJECT: 	 Draft Report on Audit of Evaluation of Subcontract 
Price Proposals, Project No. SCE-0001 

This is in response to your October 5, 1989, request for our 
comments on the subject draft audit report. Our detailed 
responses to the report recommendations are attached. 

As pointed out in your report, the auditors reviewed 
30 fixed-price contract actions negotiated during fiscal year 
1987 with a negotiated value of $5.8 billion. The review 
disclosed that procurement officials in some cases were not 
requiring prime contractors to submit the results of their 
subcontract cost analyses before negotiating contract price, and 
thus the government did not receive the benefits from prime 
contractor analyses of subcontractor proposals. However, we 
have already emphasized to contracting officers the need to 
require prime contractor submission of analyses of subcontractor 
proposals. 

Compliance with the Truth in Negotiations Act has received 
significantly increased attention and emphasis within the 
Department over the past few years resulting in numerous policy 
memoranda and regulatory and statutory changes. Congressional 
attention has been focused on this subject and a series of 
Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA), General Accounting Office 
(GAO), and IG reviews have taken place. However, the subject 
audit performed by the IG was based on contract actions 
occurring during fiscal year 1987; thus, the results of the many 
corrective actions that have been taken would not yet be 
reflected in the contracts audited by the IG. 

The most significant action taken by the Department to 
ensure that contractor proposals include all the information 
necessary to establish a fair and reasonable contract price was 
the issuance in February 1988 of additional requirements with 
which contractor estimating systems must comply. Contractors 
are now required to have estimating systems that consistently 
produce well-supported and documented proposals that are 
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acceptable as a basia for negotiation of fair and reasonable 
prices. The Departaent, at the urqillCJ of the GAO and the Bouae 
GoVernment Operations C0111Dittee, also published a liat of the 
characteristics of an adequate esti11ating ayatem and required
that an estimating system review be perfol'lled by DC.AA at a 
contractor location at least every three years. An adequate 
estimating system must provide for the uae of historical 
experience, including hiatorical vendor pricing infor11&tion 
where appropriate. one indicator of aiqnificant estiaating 
deficiencies is a continuing failure to analyze aaterial costs 
or failure to perform subcontractor cost reviews as required.
We are firmly convinced that good estimating systems are the key 
to the establishment of fair and reasonable prices. 

In summary, instead of pursuing endless solutions to the 
problems identified by the IG, the significant actions already 
taken should be given adequate time to produce results. The 
services, Defense Logistics Agency, and OCAA continue to devote 
siqnificant effort and resources to ensuring that contractors 
~omply with statutory and regulatory require:aents in this area. 

Based on the current extensive emphasis placed on 

subcontract price proposals, and the fact that this audit 

covered awards made during fiscal year 1987, we believe 

additional guidance to contracting officers is not warranted. 


Attachment 
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IG DRAFT REPORT - AUDIT OF THE EVALUATION OF SUBCONTRACT 

PRICE PROPOSALS (PROJECT NO. SCE-0001) DATED OCTOBER 5, 1989 


ASD(P&L) RESPONSE TO THE DRAFT REPORT 


RECOMMENDATION A.1.a.: That the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Production and Logistics) issue a policy memorandum to Military 
Departments and Defense agencies emphasizing the need for 
contracting officers to require prime contractors to submit 
proposals in Federal Acquisition Regulation Table 15-2 format. 

ASDCP&Ll BESPQNSE: Nonconcur. Federal Acquisition Circular 
(FAC) 84-51, published August 21, 1989, revised Table 15-2 to 
clarify the types of information prime contractors must submit. 
We see no need for a policy memorandum in view of this recent 
revision. 

BECOHMENPATION A.l.b.: That the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Production and Logistics) issue a policy memorandum to Military 
Departments and Defense agencies emphasizing the need for 
contracting officers to obtain results of prime contractors' cost 
analyses before negotiations. 

ASDCP&Ll RESPONSE: Nonconcur. Policy memoranda issued 
November 22, 1985, and April 6, 1987, restated the Federal 
Acquisition Requirement (FAR) requirement that contracting 
officers obtain prime contractor analyses of subcontractor cost 
or pricing data so that it may be effectively utilized during 
prime contract negotiations. The second memorandum also stressed 
that subcontract costs comprise a substantial portion of the 
total cost of a contract and should be the subject of increased 
management attention during both contract clearance reviews and 
procurement management surveys. In addition, both the FAR and 
the DoD Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement (DFARS) were 
recently revised to clarify and amplify guidance related to the 
pricing of subcontracts. As a result of increased management 
concern over subcontract pricing, FAR 15.804-6, 15.805-5, and 
Table 15-2 in 15.804-6 were amended, and 15.806-1 through 
15.806-3 were added to clarify the roles that the government and 
its prime contractors play in the pricing of subcontracts, to 
provide guidance on various aspects of subcontract pricing, to 
consolidate requirements for ease of use, and to ensure that the 
government pays fair and reasonable prices for its needs. The 
FAR clearly states that contractors must submit the results of 
all subcontract reviews and evaluations as part of their own cost 
or pricing data submissions in accordance with 15.805-S(i-k). 
DFARS 215.811-77 cites failure to perform subcontractor cost 
reviews required by FAR 15.806 as an indication of an estimating 
system deficiency. We believe this recent emphasis on 
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aubcontract pricing is suff iciant and turther ellphasia at this 
point is not warranted. 

BE<:OMMENPATION A.l.c.: That the Assistant Secretary ot Defense 
(Production and Logistics) issue a policy me11orandum to Military 
Departaents and Defense agencies emphasizing the need for 
contracting officers to require prime contractors to apply 
decrement factors to the proposed price of undefinitized, 
noncompetitive proposed parts that are not significant. 

A5DCPiLl BESPQNSE: Nonconcur. Our requlations require that 
subcontractors provide cost or pricing data to the prime 
contractor and that the prime contractor perfonn an adequate 
evaluation of such data. Decrement factors are an additional 
tool for evaluating prime contractor submissions. In reports 
87-140 and 89-68, the General Accounting Office (GAO) recommended 
the use of decrement factors and analysis of variances when 
perfor.ing cost analysis on material costs based on quotes or 
estimates. Based on the GAO's recommendation, our April 7, 1987, 
policy memorandum stated that contracting officers should insist 
on receiving information on decrement factors along with other 
cost or pricing data submitted by contractors. We believe 
current coverage appropriately emphasizes the use of decrement 
factors and further emphasis at this point is not warranted. 

BECOMMEHDATION A.l.d.: That the Assistant Secretary of Defense 

(Production and Logistics) issue a policy memorandum to Military 

Departments and Defense agencies emphasizing the need for 

contracting officers to require prime contractors to use 

negotiated reopener clauses in firm-fixed-price contracts when 

substantial subcontract costs have not been negotiated before 

agreement on price or delay contract negotiations until these 

subcontracts have been negotiated. 


ASD(P&Ll RESPONSE: Nonconcur. The practical effect of this 
recommendation would be either significant delays in the 
negotiation of firm-fixed-price contracts or inclusion of 
reopener clauses in every firm-fixed-price contract which would 
effectively eliminate firm-fixed-price contracts. Firm-fixed
price contracts provide for a price that is not subject to any 
adjustment. This contract type places maximum risk and full 
responsibility for all costs and resulting profit or loss on the 
contractor. It provides maximum incentive for the contractor to 
control costs and perform effectively and imposes a minimum 
administrative burden upon the contracting parties. We are 
concerned that reopener clauses will not protect the government's 
interests. Instead, we will shift risk from the contractor to 
DoD and disincentivize prime contractors from obtaining the best 
possible subcontract prices. In addition, the administrative 
burden to renegotiate every contract with a reopener clause would 
be excessive. 
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BECQMKENPATION A.2.: That the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Production and Logistics) report in the annual Statement of 
Assurances and track the deficiencies addressed in Recommendation 
A.l., as material internal control weaknesses using procedures 
established in DoD Directive 5010.38, "Internal Manageaent 
Control Proqraa," April 14, 1987. 

A5DCPiLl BESPQNSE: Nonconcur. We do not believe the IG has 
identified a •aterial internal control weakness. The problems 
identified are not new; they have been the subject of previous 
GAO reports and Congressional hearings during 1987 and 1988. 
Regulations have already been revised and policy memoranda have 
already been issued to deal with the problems identified. Had 
the office -of the IG focused its review on more recent contract 
actions, we believe the results would have been significantly 
different because of the increased emphasis that has been placed 
on these issues during the past three years. 

BECOMKENDATION B.1.: That the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Production and Logistics) include coverage of competitive and 
dual-source items in its policy memorandum issued to the Military 
Departments and Defense agencies in response to RecoJDJDendation 
A.1. The policy memorandum should emphasize the need for 
contracting officers to require prime contractors to submit 
proposals in Federal Acquisition Regulation Table 15-2 format, 
obtain results of prime contractor's cost analyses before 
negotiations, and apply decrement factors to noncompetitive, 
competitive, and dual-source proposed parts whenever the .. 
contractor has a history of negotiating lower prices with its 
subcontractors and the proposed subcontract costs are not 
significant, or use negotiated reopener clauses in firm-fixed
price contracts where substantial subcontract costs have not been 
negotiated before agreement on price, or delay contract 
negotiations until these subcontracts have been negotiated. 

ASDCP&L} BESPONSE: Nonconcur. Cost or pricing data are not 
obtained on competitive contracts and are obtained on dual-source 
contracts only when adequate price competition is lacking. 
Defense Acquisition Circular (DAC) 88-6, published March 31, 
1989, amended DFARS 215.6 and 215.8 to clarify the existing 
coverage on adequate price competition and specifically addressed 
the issue of dual sourcing. As a result of increased management 
concern over subcontract pricing FAC 84-51, was published 
August 21, 1989, to amend the FAR and clarify the roles the 
government and its prime contractors play in pricing of 
subcontracts, to provide guidance on certain aspects of 
subcontract pricing, and to ensure the government pays fair and 
reasonable prices for its needs. DAC 88-7, published May 31, 
1989, amended the DFARS to clarify that historical experience 
includes historical vendor pricing information. Based on the 
above and our response to Recommendation A.1, we believe current 
coverage is appropriate and further emphasis at this point is not 
warranted. 
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g!COIQIEJIWMION B. 2. : That the Aaaiatant Secretary o! Detanae 
(Production and Logistic•) report in the annual Stat...nt ot Deleted 
Assurance• and track the deticienciea addressed in Rec01111endation 
B.1., aa ..terial internal control vealcneaaea uainq procedures 
established in DoD Directive 5010.38, •internal 11ana9...nt 
control Proqram,• April 14, 1987. 

ASDCPiLl BESPQNSE: Nonconcur. See response to RecOllJllendation 
A.2. 

UCOMMENPATION C. 1. : That the Assistant Secretary of Defense 

(Production and Logistics) issue a policy memorandum to the 
 Deleted
Military Departments and Defense agencies that emphasizes to 

contracting officers the need to use assist audit results in 

developing negotiation positions and to document the use of 

assist audit results in the price negotiation •emorandwn. 


A.SP(P&Ll BESPQNSE: Nonconcur. Policy memoranda issued 

February 11, 1987, May 14, 1987, and December 12, 1988, 

instructed contracting officers to exercise greater diligence in 

establishing and documenting price negotiation objectives, and in 

requesting and using audit findings during contract negotiations. 

In addition, FAR 15.808(a)(8) specifies that the price 

negotiation memorandum must contain the field pricing report 

recommendations and the reasons for any pertinent variances. In 

addition, timeliness is a very important factor in the use of 

assist audit results. As a result of an IG review of the timing 

of the procurement offices• requests for audit and use of audit 

reports, a policy memorandum was issued on January 13, 1989, 


. e.p~~~~~~~q the need for increased coordination in establishing
--proposal audlt' report due dates.· 

RECOMMENDATION C. 2. : That the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Production and Logistics) report in the annual Statement of Del t 
Assurances and track the deficiencies addressed in Recommendation e 
A.l., as material internal control weaknesses using procedures 
established in DoD Directive 5010.38, "Internal Management 
Control Proqram," April 14, 1987. 

ASD(P&L} RESPONSE: Nonconcur. See response to Recommendation 
A. 2. 

RECOMMENDATION 0.1.: That the Assistant Secretary of Defense 

(Production and Logistics) issue a policy memorandum to the c. 

Military Departments and Defense agencies that emphasizes to 

contracting officers the need to: 


a. Follow up with the Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) 

on outstanding assist audits before pri•e contractor and 

Government agreement on final contract price occurs, 


b. Use a contract reopener clause for subsequent 

redetermination of subcontract costs for siqnificant subcontracts 
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Final Report 

Recommendatic 


not negotiated at the time the prime contractor and the 
Goverruaent aqree on contract price when it is known that an 
assist audit is in proqress or will be requested, or 

c. Delay negotiations pending assist audit results. 

A$DCPiLl BESPQNSE: Partially concur. We will issue a 11e110randum 
that emphasizes follow up with OCAA on outstanding assist audits 
before aqreeJ1ent on final price. 

RECOMMENDATION 0.2.: That the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Production and Logistics) report in the annual Statement of . 
Assurances and track the deficiencies addressed in RecoJUaendatio~eletec 
0.1., as material internal control weaknesses using procedures 
established in OoD Directive 5010.38, •Internal ManageJaent 
Control Proqram," April 14, 1987. 

A5D(P&Ll BESPQNSE: Nonconcur. See response to RecolDJllendation 
A.2. 
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OfTIC£ OF 1liE COMl'l1fOUll Of 11iE DEPARTMENT OF DUENSE 


WASHN:DaN. DC .2m01-lt00 


"'""' 3 0 'l"lM(Management Systems) 
Final Report 
Recommendation 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTOR, CONTRACT MANAGEMENT DIRECTORATE 

SUBJECT: 	 DoD IG Draft Report on the Audit of the Evaluation Of 
Subcontract Price Proposals (Project No. 8CE-0001) 

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to comment on the 
subject report. Although the report does not contain any 
recommendations directed at the DoO Comptroller, we are concerned 
that the Defense Contract Audit Agency (OCAA) efforts are 
properly and effectively utilized. This is considered an 
integral part of the DoD Comptroller's responsibility of 
providing direction, authority and control over DCAA. 

It is vital to effective contract pricing that subcontract 
Deletedprice proposals are audited and the results incorporated in the 

overall contract price. Your findings that DCAA is performing c 
audits where the Government is receiving no benefits (Finding c, 
•use of Government Assist Audits"), and where the prime 
contractor but not the Government may benefit (Finding D, 
"Government Assist Audits Published After Contract Price 
Negotiations") are disturbing. As proposal audits have the 
highest priority for accomplishment by DCAA, the audits 
identified in your report were accomplished at the expense of 
performing other critical audits such as overhead and defective 
pricing reviews. The DCAA should perform the subcontract price 
proposal audits where they are required and the contracting 
officers should make effective use of the audit results. 

Actions required to implement recommendations C.l, D.l.a 
and D.3 in the subject report appear to be warranted and, Deleted 
hopefully, would result in better utilization of DCAA's limitedc.l.a 
audit resources by the contracting officer. c.2 

Should you have any questions, please contact Tom Summers 
at 693-6502. 

Roger Wm. Cowles 
Acting Director 

Contract Audit and Analysis 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY 


WASHINGTON. DC 20310-0103 


O 7 DEC 1989 
SFRD-KP 

MEMORANDUM FOR INSPECTOR GENERAL. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
(AUDITING), 400 ARMY NAVY DRIVE. ARLINGTON. 
VIRGINIA 22202 

SUBJECT: IG DoD Draft Report on the Audit of the Evaluation of 
Subcontract Price Proposals f8CE-0001) 

1. We have reviewed the draft report of audit number 8CE-0001. 
as well as the responses to it by U.S. Army Tank Automotive 
Command (TACOM) and U.S. Army Missile Command (MICOM) 
(enclosed). We concur with the actions proposed and taken by 
these commands. 

2. Point of contact is LTC Dan K. Edwards, Jr .. SFRD-KP, 
Commercial (202) 697-0946, AUTOVON 227-0946. 

~,~t. !.LL 

Enclosur:es CHO LAS/ R ., HURST 

r1gad1er ~eneral. GS 
D1 ector of Contracting 

CF: 
SAIG-PA 
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4"C tit-.\ ( 36-2) 29 lov 19 

Final Report 
MEMOIAIDUH FOR HQDACSAIG-PA) 1 WASH t>C 20310-173l Recommendation 

SUBJECT: DODIG ~·~ lepo~t, £valuation ot Subcont~act Price htoposal5 
(AM: lo. 08755) 

1. Ve ere enclo31ng the posttion.s on reccalffdations D-3 CT.ACOM) •nd £-3 
CMICOM) I.lit AR _36-2. Ve concur vith the actions taken °" proposed by TACOHC-2,D-; 
Ind MlCOM. 

2. Point ot contact tor this audit ls Mr. 1 Robert turier, 202-27'-9023. 

fOR THE COMKAIDER: 

1~11-~ 
!ncl LEOR11D H. MAGUIRE 

as Chief, Internal letiew and 


Audit Compliance Office 


•4 
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..,..,r_..._ _.. ur , ...... ~. 
U111'9 STATll IMh ..... eci!t"UID 
MOlnaM MllllM..ALMallA ....._ 

\ 4 HOV '989 ,,. 
AKSMI-IR (36-2) ..____ ..... 

Final Report 

KSMOIA•DOM POI Coaaauder, O.S, Aray Materiel Co••aod, Recommendation 

ATTN: AMCll-A, 5001 !i1eokover Aveaoe, 
llez•ndria. VA 11333-0001 

SUIJICT: DODIG Draft leport, !valuation of Sabcoatract Price 
Propotal• (AMC lo. D8755) 

.. 
l. lefereact Heaorandua, BQ AMC, AMCil-A, 23 Oct 89, aubject 
a• abo••· 

2. In accordance witb referenced aeaorauda•, tbe propo1ed AMC 
potltion to lecoa•endatiou !-3 of tbe tubject d~aft report is D-3 
eacloted. 

!eel ~a.~ 
ERNEST A. YOUNG ro 
Deputy for Procurement and ReadisteH 

i 
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Coaeaad lepl1 

Final Report 
Recommendatioi 

DODIC DTafc leport, 
!•aluatlon of Subcontracc Price Pto,otale 

~COKM!NDA!lON !-3: "We recommen~ th•t the A11i1tant Secret~ry 
of the Arm1-rie;;;-rch, Devtlop•ent aad Acquititlon): 

D-3 

a. lequeat the co1nizant procurement contractlna officer at 
the U.S. Aray Ml111le Command to soaitor tbt pro1re11 of the 
re1poa1lble Deftn•e Contract Audit Aatoey office that ha• a1reed 
to perfor• a coapr•heoai~e dtfecti•• prlciac r••iev baaed on our 
referral of potential defective pricina of $79,964 oa Contract 
Muaber DAAHOl-87-c-0220. 

b. take appropriate action to recover any contract 
o•erpric!ng pur1ti1nt to the Truth ia Hecoti1tloa1 Act, a• 
••ended." 

ACTION tA!!!!,: Cone~r. The procuring contractiDg officer at the 
U.S. Aray Hi11ile Coaaand (MICOK) hat contacted the Dtf•n•e 
Cootract Audit Agency (DCAA) relati•e to • defective pricine 
re•iev oa contract number DAAHOl-87-C-0220. DCAA adviaed that an 
audit report will be submitted to the M!COM Procurtaeat 
Directorate by 30 Nov 89. U~on receipt of tbe audit report from 
DCAA, the procuriag coatractins officer will nesotiatt aad 
teco••T any fuada due the ao•eruaent. Tar1et coaplttio6 date is 
31 Kar 90. 
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... ; '., 
DEPARTMENT OF TM! ARMY 
UfllflD ITAffSIM' t~~COlilUMO

...... lll('Jti(.M .....- . .., --~4~,·'·->.. 
. ... . 

. "-=,_ :...,·· 

M!MOUJl>tlf FOi Caaandert U.S. U., Ml.Uriel Ctfm•M, .lftlt .ll«lD•A, 
5001 11aemsow•r A•enut• iluaaadria, YA 22313•0001 

SUBJICTt Da>IQ 1>r&tt lap~. IY&luatiott ~ SUboontraat Priae PJ"opoaal•, 
Projeot ICZ..0001 (AJC le. D8155) 

1. W•PeAOe seaorlDdu.., ~. Jll:ll•!, 	dated 23 Oatobe.. 1919• W. 

2. ~ UllOl'an:lua 11. to adnse JOll ot cw- iaonoonaurreAce vith th• aud1tors• 
ooac1u1oa that the OO'f•rmaeut did not recaiYt •1 benatite tMtl tilt uaist 
adit• perf'orMd on OOAtr•ot 1>UE01·86-C-AOSO. Ve aoaaur, bar••ti-, Vitia 
audit laocrendatiou 3• and 3b. 1111 rational• taro OQl' poaitioll ii oaht&i!led 
in OUP. Hl'lr (baloa\U"it>. 
3. OUr re'fietl ot tbe dl"att repart uoved 110 reaOll to olulifJ or 
proteoti•el~ ark mt porottoa. .USo, th• dratt report doea not OOCltii.D ms1 
operaUou secur1tJ s.ntoru.Uon vhiol:& aeeda to M protecterl. 

lnel 	 L!O J. PIGAT! 
Majci- 0.D•ral 1 tJS1 
Ca1a•ndUig 

Final Repc 
Recommendati 

C.2.a. 
and 


c · 2. h. 
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- ~ .. .. 
CQllU.D ml.I 


Dem IupeOt.ar Oea•Nl Draft ..,..t tNJHt le. ICl-0001 

mU.t ot u. lftluUoa ol SQbeDabiMt rrt.. Propoata 


a.s. .,., Tuk·A•t•C>UM c..... 

Final Repor 

Reco:nmendatio 

fIIDlJQ Is Gaw•l"IMlt &.aai.•t &uditl hblilMli Ute.r Coetnot. h-ioe 
....uau..a. 

c 
"1• aa.•.-.at. ad• &1141t• o.t aQbcontr&et propoala tor tlllials it. 4id aot 
reoetu UJ llltaetita. itt.U ait\atioll oooarred Moan.. -tr&eUq otttcer• 
did DOt al.,a toUawp vitb tll• Deteaae CaAUUt .bdit A&aDOJ CDCU> OD 
outatandlq u~ut Dlit report• beto,.. rtaeiq ~· tual acrt•Mat oa 
oontn.cst trice or ther did not d•l&J u.tot:J.atioaa peadt.ng uuat audit r.,W.ts 
tor 1mcanu.ot emsta. .U.So, ccztractiq otf1otrt NcaUutad, ud DCll 
,.l"for96d uaut 1114.iU after th• pri.M ooath4tor and W Gat•ru111t aareed 
oil a nrs-tt&ed ocmtra.ot price. ?a tile,. •ituaticma. OCllltl'&ctiq otttcers 
vuted ICD ooatNOt audit rdourc••· .1.a a ....ult, "* prooJ1otl4 tl\A' DC.U 
perf'ormM 16 •aiat md1U toat.i!i& tt 69,7,2 ta audit l'CIGW'Od t 'il1Gb had 
potati&l ~lllfit• to \la prim ooatractort ~ tb• eo.•ruent did 11ai ...ceiT• 
1111 t.eedit.a. 

eoNIClftS OI rDl>IIG .Da lanooncm-. leaardUll eon.trut DUIOT-16~!050, ve 
di...... Vitia tbe lll41tor•' aoneluaiOll that. tb.• Gcnel'9Mlt dtd Mt HU1'Y• UlJ c 
-.ear1u tram aasiat llldit.• tertoraed att•.. tb9 Pl'iM OGGtraet..- llld th• 
Oonl'llM!lt aaN.-i oa a tint-l!xed ~vut Jrioe. ID ll;M!Dtiatiq na.-ttzed.... 

• 	

priot OOllb'IDta, the U.S. ll'llJ Tuk-lutcaotite Cca•M lllllnl.b a&rHa to 
_ prond.I •Ult ..Uta_, _.._ lllO#~l"'f ,_ tor tilt pnae OCBtrlotOI" 1D uahaqe tora 

a decraet tut.or cm thi-eoau-aot pM.ct~ --11 ttteot, \be O«•rnMat recei••.t 
s.tt _.tut MMtiu tor u•ut 111d1t• in •• t0!"9 ot reduO..S pnou ~t t!lt 
tu. t.!l• oaauut 11 warded • 

.mntmllL fJC!S} Jppemu 1, tiUld •SCllDGLI ~ &UaUD canUC!I• t report. 
pa&• 51 lbon a -.l;e ot ooatrt4t. t.4tl61 ot "10i9U.oOO tor colltNAt tlaber 
DillOT-16-e-AOS0-409/015. th• 9UU ot ulltieet1oe• P00009 and JIOOOt5 u 
*"-'0,523,91\. !M aoaat otrre.atlf lhclll • page 51 1Js tM NPvt retleota 
tbe •al• ot foo.1' &cditi•ticea: tZ0009t f00011 t 100015, am JI00020. 

UCOHMllDATIOI !&l V. MOa'"m! th.at tu C.-•Dd1,., !Jmt U"» poliof 
c. 2. a..guieluot to omtH.oUDC otticera t!l&t ltllGHI t.M.t reciaut• tor uaut ILldits 

ot eabeoatrutoz- pi-ice propoa&l• an Aide nttioitatlf JA ld•aa~ ot pric. 
aegot1at1CDI -.o that rt1a1U 111.1 bt ueed 1A 4t.,el.opiq aqotiatiac• 
obJffti'fU• 

.&erJDI tallla Concur. Ul• HOCU6Ddtd paliOf &\11.danct V111 be i•au6d to th• 
OCAtru\iJIC etfi•N bJ 31 .flJSUll"f 1990 • 
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COHIWID llPLt 
Del> xn1teotor Qeural DNtt laport ProJect lo. ICl-0001 


AadU fl the l't'al.O&tJ.Oll ot SUboontl'IJ3t PriM hoPol&l• 

u.a. AJ'Wll Tank-Autcaoti•• c,,,..nd 

Final Report
ucct6fRll&!IOI ~: le ........ t.b.&t the eaa••nder, TACOM itSUI poliOf Recommendation 
piduot to oant1'"aotina ottioeN t:Js&t en.sm-u tbat aDJ requata for Utitt · 
allllit• after triM uaoU&ti.OU Oil fiN-tised priot( contrut• are cmlf ude it c. 2. b. 
tll•N trill 1ae & poteauu Ureot JIODAtal'J biMtit i.a., pr1cM rflduo~toa) to 
tu OCW•tllMllt Oil \ht t.medi&te eoatrect. 

JCtIOI !8111 Q>noar. !h• l"MCelleMed poU.c7 pidaaae will be 11&a1d to 
ocmtnoUD& ottioen vitll tk9 atipUl&tiOll that request.a tor aawt 111dtt• 
atter ooavact aard oa. t1..--ttzed prio• oon\r&ota vul be Ude oa1J it 
(1) it u Ml!Med that tlle. ••i•t audit• "111 Pault 1a a poteettal 41rtct 
aoutarJ blutit ~o tu Gowermuat oc Ult ilmedi&U ooatraat, or (i:t.) tb.,. CIA 
IMJ dir.ot1f UJltad to 'eoNmnt taoto" Milich vere agnaed to bf t!l• sriM 
ooatnatar dwina eoatroaot ucouauou. 'l'tlU auiduo• td.11 be UaU!ld bJ 
31 J•aJ7 1990.. 

• 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
- ... E .. ss·s- ..... ~ SECRE-41'>• '.)~ - .. E ........ 

51-11P8.JILDING A"'D _QGIS":"ICS 

WASH•NG":"ON DC 20360 5000 

~EMORANDUM FOR DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE INSPECTOR GENERAL 
(DIRECTOR, CONTRACT ~NAGEMENT DIRECTORATE) 

Subj: DRAFT REPORT ON THE AUDIT OF THE EVALUATION OF SUBCONTRAC: 
PRICE PROPOSALS (PROJECT ~O. BCE-0001) 

Encl: (1) Navy Comments on BCE-0001 

E~clcsu~e (lJ provides cur comments on the subject report. 
We cor.curred in part with findings A, B, C, D and E. We 
nonconcurred with a variety of the recommendations. Please see 
enclosure (1) for the details as they are too voluminous to 
synopsize here. 

7he point of contact fer this corresponde~ce is Mr. Anthony 
DeVicc at 692-8657. 

--1 I 
: ·-~ 

0~~1r,.-
FRA~K W. SWOFFORD 

By Direction of the Secreta~y of the Navy 

Copy -::o: 
~CB-53 

::;;..vI~SGEN 
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NAVY COMMENTS ON BCE-0001 

Finding A. 	 Prime Contractors Realize Sig~if icant Savings on 
Subcontracted Items 

Prime contractors realized significant savings on 
subcontracted items by not providing the Government with the 
results of their subcontract cost analyses for subcontracts that 
they negotiated subsequent to reaching agreement on prime 
contract price. This occurred because DOC procurement officials 
were not taking sufficient actions to ens~re that subcontract 
cost or pricing data were complete and submitted in a timely 
manner as required by the Federal Acquisition Regulation. Also, 
procurement officials did not protect the Government's interest 
when subcontract negotiations were not comp:eted until after 
Government/prime contractor negotiations. We found that 44.7 
percent of noncompetitive subcontracted i~ems were negotiated by 
prime contractors after reaching agreemen~ on contract price with 
the Government. Prime contractors also negotiated competitive 
and dual-source subcontracts after negotiating final contract 
prices with the Government. We projected that prime contractors 
negotiated subcontract cost reductions to~a:ing $93,781,430 after 
negotiations were completed with the Gover~~ent. However, the 
savings were not passed on to DOD. As a result, FY 1986 and 1987 
firm-fixed-price contract a=tions, negotiated at $10 million or 
more in FY 1987, were over~riced by $94 m~llion in base 
subcontract costs. 

~avy Response - Concur in part. Comments =~ specific issues are 

addressed in our responses to the recomme~dations. 


DODIG Recommendations: 

1. 	 We recommend that the Assistant Secre~ar1 of Defense 

(Production and Logistics) issue a pc:icy memorandum to 

~ilitary Departments and Defense age~cies emphasizing the 

need for ~ontracting cf~icers to req~ire prime contractors 

to: 


a. 	 Submit proposals in Federal Acquisition Regulation table 
15-2 format. 

b. 	 Obtain results of prime contractor's cost analyses 
before negotiations. 

c. 	 Apply decrement factors to the proposed price of 
undefinitized, noncompetitive proposed parts that are 
not significant. 
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d. 	 Use negotiated reopener clauses in firm-fixed-price 
contracts when substantial subcontract costs have not 
been negotiated before agreement on price or delay 
contract negotiations until these subcontracts have been 
negotiated. 

2. 	 We recommend that the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Production and Logistics) report in the annual Statement of 
Assurances and track the deficiencies addressed in 
recommendation 1, as material internal control weaknesses 
using procedures established in DOD Directive 5010.38, 
"Internal Management Control Program," April 14, 1987. 

3. 	 We recommend that the Director, Defense Contract Audit 
Agency, issue guidance establishing a requirement that Audit 
Reports on Evaltiation of Initial Price Proposal identify 
purchase orders and subcontracts exceeding $100,000, for 
which the Federal Acquisition Regulation required cost 
analyses have not been performed by the prime contractor. 

4. 	 We recommend that the Director, Defense Logistics Agency, 
issue a policy memorandum to financial services personnel 
emphasizing the requirement to conduct and document 
preanalysis meetings, which establish the party responsible 
for analysis of each proposed cost element. 

~ayy Response - Concur with recommendations 1.a., 1.b., and l.c. 
based on removal of "that are not significant" from l.c. 
Application of decrement factors to all undefinitized, 
nor.competitive proposal prices based on an analysis is good and 
~crmal contract negotiation. 

l.d. Nonconcur. Use of reopener clauses on fixed price 
contracts as described ~n t~e recommendation is not sound 
pricing policy. We should perform an analysis and apply an 
appropriate decrement factor for all undefinitized, 
noncompetitive parts. If the reopener clause is for 
downwarn adjustment only, the contractor has no incentive to 
negotiate the subcontract a~ a lower pi~ce than what is 
called out in the prime con~ract since the price, and 
profit, of the prime contract will be reduced accordingly. 
The contractor must give back profit dollars. If the 
reopener clause allows for upward adjustment as well, then a 
"cost plus a percentage of cost" environment exists where 
the higher the negotiated price of the s~~contract, the more 
profit dollars the contractor will receive when the prime 
contract is repriced. 
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Allowing the contractor to keep dollars achieved by reducing 
subcontract prices or absorb price increases above that which is 
negotiated, acts as an incentive to the contractor and provides 
the government with lower base line costs upon which to negotiate 
follow on production contracts. The lower subcontract costs 
would be revealed in the cost and pricing data submitted with the 
proposal for the next procurement. The instant benefits that 
accrued to the contractor are offset by the benefits that accrue 
to the government in future purchases. 

The DODIG position may have some validity for one time buys, 
in which case, negotiators must be particularly vigilant when 
pricing and negotiating the contract to assure themselves that 
subcontract prices are reasonable. However, in situations where 
follow on buys are being made, the use of reopener clauses will 
be detrimental to the government, since their use will result in 
higher baseline costs upon which the follow on proposals will be 
based. For these same reasons, we nonconcur with the 
recommendation to delay negotiations with the prime contractor 
until the subcontracts are negotiated. 

2. Nonconcur. Based on our nonconcurrence with 
recommendation l.d., we do not believe there are any 
material internal control weaknesses. 

3. The ~avy has no comment on this recommendation. 

4. Nonconcur. Conducting and documenting preanalysis 
meetings is a needless and burdensome effort. Major areas 
of responsibility are already set forth in the FAR and 
DFARS. Remaining issues can be reso:ved through normal 
PCO'ACO;DCAA interfaces which occur during proposal analysis 
and negotiation. 

Finding B. Analysis of Competitive Subcontractor Proposals 

The Governrnen~ did not receive any rncnetary benefit from 
prime ccntractor a:--.alyses and subsequent ::egotiations of 
competitive subcontract proposals. This si~uation occurred 
because ccntracting officers were not aware of prime contractor 
analyses of competitive subcontract proposals because the Federal 
Acquisition Regulation (FAR) and DOD FAR Supplement do not 
require cost analysis of competitive subcontracts. Prime 
contractors also did not apply decrement factors to competitively 
proposed subcontracts. As a result, prime contractors negotiated 
savings of $13.3 million in competitive subcontract costs, which 
were not passed on to the Government. 
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~avy Response - Concur in part. Contracting personnel should 
obtain contractor analysis of competitive subcontracts including 
prior actual expenses. 

DODIG Recommendations: 

l. 	 We recommend that the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Production and Logistics) include coverage of competitive 
and dual-source items in its policy memorandum issued to the 
Military· Departments and Defense agencies in response to 
recommendation 1 to Finding A. The policy memorandum should 
emphasize the need for contracting officers to require prime 
contractors to submit proposals in Federal Acquisition 
Regulation table 15-2 format, obtain results of prime 
contractor's cost analys~s before negotiations, and apply 
decrement factors to noncompetitive, competitive and dual
source proposed parts whenever the contractor has a history 
of negotiating lower prices with its subcontractors and the 
proposed subcontract costs are not significant, or use 
negotiated reopener clauses in firm-fixed-price contracts 
where substantial subcontract costs have not been negotiated 
before agreement on price, or delay contract negotiations 
until these subcontracts have been negotiated. 

2. 	 We recommend that the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Production and Logistics) report in the annual Statement of 
Assurances and track the deficiencies addressed in 
recommendation 1, as material internal control weaknesses 
using procedures established in DOD Directive 5010.38, 
''Internal Manageraent Control Program," April 14, 1987. 

3. 	 To strengthen internal controls, we recommend that the 
Director, Defense Con~ract Audit Agency, expand its audit 
guidance for surveys of contractor estimating systems to 
include identification in estimating sys~ems survey repor~s 
of contractors Nho have written policies ~r ac~ual practices 
of negotiating competitive or dual-source quotes. 

~avy Response - Concur in part with recommenda~ion :. It should 
be revised to reflect our suggestions for recommendations A.l.a. 
and A.l.b. We nonconcur with the portion of this recommendation 
that suggests use of reopener clauses or delaying contract 
negotiations. See our comments on recommendation A.1.d. 
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r Lnal Repon: 
Recommendation 

The key to this issue is the adequacy of price competition. 
It is the responsibility of the contractor to document, and the 
negotiator to review, the adequacy of competition. In cases 
where additional reductions were achieved in subcontract pr:ces. 
there may not have been competition to beg:n with. Or the 
reductions may be examples of prime contractors using the 
streng~h of their position to achieve further reductions to 
already competitive prices. In either case. the government 
obtains the benefits of their reductions in subsequent 
negoti3~:ons through the analysis of actual negotiated cos~s. 

.,... . ~onconcur . As w:th recommendaticn A.2. we do not 
beiieve there are any material internal control weaknesses. 

3. The ~avy has no ccmment on this recommendation. 

Findi~g C. Use of Government Assist Audits 
De le tee 

Cc~tracting officers did not always use or did not doc~men: 
their ·,;se of Government assist audits in negotiating c:ontract 
prices. This situation was caused by contracting officers eithe~ 
not cornplyi~g with the Federal Acquisition Regulation iFAR. and 
DOD FA?. Supplement or not using assist audits because prime 
contractors had concluded subcontract negotiations before t~e 
audit results were known. Based on our statistical sample, we 
projected that the Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) performe= 
90 Assist audits costing 5248,692 in audit resources for w~ich 
tr.e Gcverr..ment received no benefit. Failure to use Goverr~-:-.ent 

assist audits could result in overpricing of subcontra_c_t (:.=s't_s ~ 
F~rt~e=. fai:~re ~o doc~ment the disposition of assist aud~-: 

repor": :-ec:::::rr..11endat:ions could hinde::- :nanagement · s ability t:: 
eval~a-:e t~e effect~veness of cont::-act negotiations and JCAA's 
abil~-:y -:::::: ~easure the ~~a:it:y and effectiveness of its a~~:-: 
serv:-:es. 

~a·ty ?es=c~se - Ccncur in part. We agree that contract: 
nego-:~:-::::::rs :nay net alNays adequately document the file re;ar~~~; 
the ~se ~r ~onuse of subcnntrac~ 33S~st aildi:s. We do not agree 
t~a~ -=~~s :-esults only from either fail~re t~ =~mply wit~ -:~e : .. : 
or nc: _sing :he assis~ audits because prime ccntractors haj 
concl~ced negotiations before the audit report was complete. T~e 

audit repcrts may have been erroneous. late or of inconsequentia: 
value. 
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We agree that failure to use the assist audit report might 
result in contract overpricing but, again, would point out the 
benefits that would flow to the government during follow on 
negotiations. We do not agree that failure to document use of 
audit report recommendations hinders management's ability to 
evaluate the negotiation process. Contract negotiations is much 
more than the resolution of audit recommendations. 

DODIG Recommendations: 

1. 	 We recommend that the Ass~stant Secretary of Defense 
(Production and LogisticsJ issue a policy memorandum to the 
Military Departments and Defense agencies that emphasizes to 
contracting officers the need to use assist audit results in 
developing negotiation positions and to document the use of 
assist audit results in the price nego~iation memorandum. 

2. 	 We recommend that the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Production and Logistics) report in t~e annual Statement of 
Assurances and track the deficiencies addressed in 
recommendation 1, as material internal control weaknesses 
using procedures established in DOD Directive 5010.38, 
"Internal Management Control Program," April 14, 1987. 

Navy Response - Concur in part with recomrne~dation 1. 

Existing policy and FAR/DFARS;Naval Acquisition Procedures 

Supplement (NAPS) guidance is adequate rega=ding the contracting 

officer's responsibilities, however; it may be appropriate for 

ASD(P&L) to address procedures for DCAA tc begin subcontract 

assist audits without waiting for contracti~g officer requests. 

~ines of authority betHeen DCAA prime and s~bcontract auditors 

should also be addressed to ensure that ass~st auditors are held 

accountable for timely submission of thei= subcontract analysis 

to the DCAA prime contractor auditor. Time:y submission of 

subcontract assist audits is cr~cial to e~s~ring their use. 


Contract negotiators and auditors mus~ both plan in advance 
how they will handle major proposal subm~~~als. Both must ensure 
that major subcontractors are identified a~j acted upon as early 
in the process as possible. Delaying contract negotiations to 
wait for assist audits is not a viable ave~Je. Contract 
negotiations must commence in a timely manr.er to ensure that 
contract award and delivery schedules are ~et and the Government 
is not forced to use letter contacts. 
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Recommendatio1 

2. Nonconcur. We do not believe there are any material 
internal control weaknesses. 

Finding o. 	 Government Assist Audits Published After Contract 
Price ~egotiations 

The Government made audits of subcontract proposals for 
which it did not receive any benefits. This situation occurred 
because contracting officers did not always followup with the 
Defense Contract Audit Agency iDCAA) on outstanding assist aud~~ 
repor~s before reaching the f ina: agreement on contract price o= 
they dij ~ot delay negotiations pending assist audit results fo= 
subc~n~=act costs. Also, contrac~ing officers requested, and 
DCAA performed, assist audits after the prime contractor and the 
Gover~~er.t agreed or. a firm-fixed contrac~ price. In these 
sit~a~:cns, contracting officers wasted DOD contract audit 
resour:es. As a result, we prOJected that DCAA performed 76 
assist audi~s cos~ing $169,742 i~ audit resources, which had 
poten~ial benefits to the prime c~n~ractor, but the Government 
did net receive any benefits. 

~ayy Response - Concur in part. There may be ins~ances when 

contracting officers do not follow up with auditors on 

outsta~ding assist audits and do request audits after the prime 

contract price has been agreed to. We do not agree with the 

conclusion that these actions always result in wasted contract 

audit resources and that the government never receives any 

benef:.ts. 


Fai:ure to fo::~w ~P may be a faihire te-documerrt ~hy~~t:.:~as: 
~ot ~ecessary to a~a:.t the fina: off:.cial audit results. 
Prev:.=~s d:.scussions wi"th aud:."tcrs may have already provided a~~ 
sign:.:~:a~~ input =equired or ~~e contracting offi~er may ~ave 
jete=~~~ed tha~ ~~e results ~c~:j nc~ be cf si~nificant :.~~act ~~ 

the =~er3:: 	negot~a:ions. 

A~d~: reports reques~ed a!:er agreement on price can st:.:: 

be ·~2-=:: t:.y both t!"'.e contrac~o::: and er the government as 

refe=e~ces for fut~re acquisi~i~ns. If ~he audits res~:: i~ 


lower s~bccntrac: ;rices on t~e instant contract t~ese :ower 

prices ~i:: become the baseline for follow on nego~iaticns. 


DODIG Recommendations: 

1. 	 We recommend that the Assistant Secretary of D~fense 
(Production and Logisticsi issue a policy memorandum to the 
~ilitary Departments and Defense agencies that emphasizes to 
contracting officers the need to: 
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a. 	 Follow up with the Defense Contract Audit Agency on 
outstanding assist audits before prime contractor and 
Government agreement on final contract price occurs, 

b. 	 Use of a contract reopener clause for subsequent 
redetermination of subcontract costs for significant 
subcontracts not negotiated at the time the prime 
contractor and the Government agree on contract price 
when it is known that an assist audit is in progress or 
will be requested, or 

c. 	 Delay negotiations pending assist audit results. 

2. 	 We recommend that the Assistant Secreta!'y of Defense 
(Production and Logistics) report in the annual Statement of 
Assurances and track the deficiencies addressed in 
recommendation 1, as material internal control weaknesses 
using procedures established in DOD Directive 5010.38, 
«Internal Management Control Program," April 14, 1987. 

3. 	 We recommend that the Commander, U.S. >.=my Tank-Automotive 
Command, issue policy guidance to its contracting officers 
that ensures: 

a. 	 Requests for assist audits of subcontractor price 
proposals are made sufficiently in advance of price 
negotiations so that results may be used in developing 
negotiation objectives. 

b. 	 Any requests for assist audits after price negotiations 
on firm-fixed price contracts are ~nly made if there 
will be a potential direct monetar-1 benefit (i.e., price 
reduction) to the Government on the immediate contract. 

~avy 	Response - ~cnconcur with recommendat~~ns l.a., l.b. and 
l.c. Additional policy in these areas is net necessary. Follow
up can be addressed via regular chain of cc~~and. We have 
discussed in ample detail our objections tc the use of reopener 
clauses and delaying negotiations. 

2. Nonconcur - We do not believe there are any material 
internal control weaknesses. 

3. We have no comment on this recomme~dation as it does not 
pertain to the Navy. 
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~inal Report 
Finding

Finding E. Defective Pricing of Nine Contracts D 

Nine contractors violated the provisions of the Truth in 
segotiations Act. as amended (formerly codified at 10 U.S.C. 
ti:le 10, section 2306( f J ). by not providing accurate, complete. 
and current cost or pricing data in support of their subcontract 
ccs~s. These nine contractors did not provide the Government 
negotiator with the most current quotes available, did not update 
proposals to reflect subcontract prices negotiated before 
a;=eement on prime contract price. or did net disclose results o~ 
:~e-r cost analyses and negotiation targets for undefinitized 
s-b~ontracts developed before agreement on contract price. As a 
=es~lt, these nine contracts were potentially defectively priced 
by Sl.4~ million. All potential defective pricing has been 
=e~erred to cogniza~t DCAA off ices and will be incorporated int8 
~~eir comprehensive defective pricing reviews. 

~a·r1 Response - Concur in part. Comments on specific issues are 
ac!dressed in our responses to the recommendations. 

:c~IG Recommendations: 

1. 	 We recommend that the Assistant Secretary of the Navy 

fShipbuilding and Logistics): 


a. 	 Request the cognizant procurement contracting officers 
to monitor the progress of the responsible Defense 
Contract A~dit Agency offices that have agreed to 

_perform -.co~,p~~he_r~si~e~rle£ec;tive _pricing reviews on the 
following =ontrac~s. based on our referr~l of potentia: 
defective pricing of s:.:47,229. 

~efecti·;e 

Amount 

~C0019-36-=-0326 s 686.303 
~CC019-8--:-C052 33,454 
~00024-as-:-s2:2 184,250 
~CC024-87-:-63l8 17,898 
~00024-87-C-6066 138.107 
N00039-87-C-0088 88.017 

$ l.147.229 

b. Take appropriate action to recover any contract 
overpricing pursuant to the Truth in Negotiations Act, 
as amended. 
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2. 	 We recommend that the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force 
(Acquisition): 

a. 	 Request the cognizant procurement contracting officer tc 
monitor the progress of the responsible Defense Contract 
Audit Agency office that has agreed to perform 
comprehensive defective pricing reviews based on our 
referral of potential defective pri:ing of $244,009 on 
the following contracts. 

Defective 
CONTRACT A.-nount 

F33657-86-C-0068 $104,758 
F34601-87-C-2269 139.251 

$244,009 

b. 	 Take appropriate action to recover any contract 
overpricing pursuant to the Truth i~ Negotiations Act, 
as amended. 

3. 	 We recommend that the Assistant Secreta=y of the Army 

(Research, Development and Acquisitionl: 


a. 	 Request the cognizant procurement contracting officer at 
the U.S. Army Missile Command to mc~itor the progress of 
the responsible Defense Contract A~jit Agency office 
that has agreed to perform a compre~ensive defective 
pricing review based on our referra: of potential 
defective pricing of $79,964 sn Co~~=act Number DAAH Ol
87-C-0220. 

b. 	 Take appropriate action to recover any contract 
overpricing pursuant to the T=~th i~ Negotiations Act, 
as amended. 

~avy Response - Nonconcur with recommendatic:--. 1. a. It is not 

appropriate ncr is there time for Navy :ont=3cting officers to 

monitor DCAA auditors. If DCAA believes the=e is defective 

pricing, they will notify us and at tha~ ti~e we will take 

appropriate action. 


Concur with reconunendation l.b. 

We have no conunent on recommendations 2 and 3 as they do no~ 
pertain to the Navy. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
WASHINGTON DC 20330-1000 

DEC. 5 1989 


MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR AUDITING 

OFFICE OF THE 
DEPARTMENT OF 

INSPECTOR GENERAL 
DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: DOD/IG Draft Report on the Audit of the 
Subcontract Price Proposals (Project No. 
INFORMATION MEMORANDUM 

Evaluation of 
BCE-0001) -

This is in reply to your memorandum for Assistant Secretary 
of the Air Force (Financial Management and Comptroller) requesting 
comments on the findings and recommendations made in subject 
report. 

As is discussed in the report, the Air Force has been 
concerned about the area of subcontract pricing. We have recently 
modified the AFFARS to add coverage related to the use of 
decrement factors, assist audits, and obtaining prime contractor 
analyses of subcontractor data. In addition, we have recommended 
that Contracting Officers delay negotiation of the prime contract, 
when feasible, pending definitization of subcontracts, conduct 
joint government/prime contractor analysis of the subcontract 
proposal and/or decrease prime contractor profit if they are 
unwilling or unable to provide necessary subcontract proposal 
analysis. 

As the report also notes, the Air Force did not add specific 
coverage related to the use of reopener clauses. While we concur 
that there may be times when use of a reopener clause is 
appYopriate, there is nothing which precludes their use now. We 
do not believe, however, that reopener clauses should be 
emphasized as a primary tool for use in resolution of subcontract 
prices. There are other tools available, such as decrement 
factors, which, when based on contractor history, can provide the 
government with reasonable assurance of obtaining fair and 
reasonable prices. Also, reopener clauses can work to our 
disadvantage if the subcontract price goes up. We do not have the 
resources to constantly renegotiate contracts nor do we always 
have the flexibility to delay award pending negotiation of all 
subcontract costs. There are many times when the most prudent 
action is to take those steps available to protect the government 
(e.g., decrement factors, obtaining prime contractor analysis of 
subcontract proposals, etc.) and negotiate and obtain closure on a 
given contract. Consequently, we do not concur with the 
recommendation made throughout the audit report for the Assistant 
Secretary of Defense (Production and Logistics) to emphasize the 
need for contracting officers to require prime contractors to use 
negotiated reopener clauses. 
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Final Reoort 

Ne also do not concur vith the various recommenaa~ic;~=that __ _ 
the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Production and L09istics) 
report in the annual Statement of Assurances and track the 
deficiencies addressed as material internal control weaknesses. 
While we concur that subcontract pricing is an area of concern, 
and while the Air Force has taken steps to provide guidance to 
contracti~g off1cers on this issue by amending the AFFARS, we do 
not believe that this area represents a problem so significant 
that it warrants definition as a material internal control 
weakness. 

There is only one finding which is specifically addressed tc 
the Air Force. Finding E.2. recommends that the Assistant 
Secretary of the Air Force (Acquis:tion) request the PCO to lL2. 

monitor the progress of the responsible DCAA off ice in performing 
defective pricing reviews on contracts F33657-86-C-0068 and 
F34601-87-C-2269 and take appropriate action to recover any 
contract overpricing. The Air Force concurs with this 
recommendation and has requested tte cognizant PCO take action as 
necessary to follow up on the defective pricing audits. 

DA~ilEL. S R;...i\ 

Oepur, Assistant Secretary 


(A::ou1~:~:on Managemeflt & Policy) 
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DEFENSE CONTRACT AUDIT AGENCY 

CAMERON STATION 


ALEXANDRIA, VA ~171 


PLD 703.3.3.10 (8CE-{XX)l) Final Report 
Recommendation 

MEM)RAN[X.M FOR ASSISTANI' INS~ GENERAL, AUDITDG 

SUBJECT: 	 Draft Rep:lrt oo the Audit of the Evaluaticn of Subccnt:ract Price 
Prqxisals (Project lb. &E-oJOl ) 

Reference yo.rr 5 October 1989 draft report en the subject review. We 
have reviewed the rep::Jrt arrl its recc:mnerrlaticns, specifically A3andB2 
reccmneOOaticns A3 am B3, arrl are providing detailed ccmnents. In 
acklitioo, we are providi.DJ a::mnents en tbJse secticns of yo.Jr report 
entitled, "Assist Audits Published after antract Negotiaticns." 

Please direct aey questicns regarding this matter to Jacqueline 
Hlavin, Progran Manager, Policy Liai.scn Divisicn, telei:txne 
( 202) 274-7521. 

FOR THE DIREX:"Im: 

Erv:l 
AIG( A) Recx:mnerdaticns am DC.AA Resp:nses 
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::-: --:a: Re~0rt 

Recommendation 

AIG(A) ~ sld OC». lll!SpDZBl!B 

Rax:illtEI daticn A. 3. : We r&::XJlllEI c that ~ Dinc'tm ' Defense Q:Jltract 
ALrlit }tqrCy, issue guidarce establ~ a requ.irene1t that Audit Rep:u ts A· J 
m Evaluaticn of Initial Price Prt ~l identify purd'lase OiderS am 
subontracts ~ $100,CXXl, far which the Federal Ac:qui.sitiro 
Regulati01 required rost analyses have mt been perfarnEJd by the prime 
ccnLIa:: tar . 

DD.A RespJlSe: O::n:ur in Prirci.ple. We will issue guidarre establi.shinJ 
a requirenent that Au:li t Reµn: ts ai Evaluaticn of Initial Price Prcp:Jsals 
identify pirchase orders and subcart:racts far which the FAA required cx:st 
analyses have rci: been performed by the pd.me cxntractor. In order to 
stay cx:nsistent with FAA 15.806-2{ a), a.tr guidance will require 
identi..ficaticn of p.rrchase orders a00 s 1txx:ntracts for each cx:st estimate 
that is ( 1 ) S l , CXXJ, CXXJ or ucre, (2 ) OOth ncre tia'l $100, <XX> and nae than 
10 percert ·of the prine cx::nt:ractor' s px:qJ:Sed price, or ( 3) c:x:nsidered to 
be ~ far adequately pt'i~ the prime o::nt:ract. 

Rea:Jtaeldatim B. 3.: 'lb sb:en;iUJen internal cx::ntrols, we recxJ111erl that 

the o~, Defense a:ntract Audit lqeccy, expand its audit gui~ far 
 B.2 surveys of ccntractor estimating S'fS tens to incl\de identi£icatial in 

estimating system s.;rvey rep:n: ts of cxntractars wro have wrttten i;x:>lici.es 

or actual practices of neg:Jtiating cuip!titive or dJa.1-so.iroe qu::Jtes. 


DC1'.A Resp:nse: ltn cx::n:::ur. tOA is currently providing infarmaticn in 
· relati01 to cx:ntractors wh::> ner;pti.ate cx:::npetitive ar dual-sa.zn::e ~ 

thrc::u;;h cur use of decrenent factors. Part of a.a: review~ of - a 
c:cntractcr' s est:ima~ system ircludes an analysis of negotiated 
subcc:r.tract to prqx:a:d subcc:nt:ract prices arxi a calc:ulatia1 of an average 
differen::e. '!his average is used to develop a ds:rateut factor which is 
used in the prcµ:sal evaluaticn. !he urrlerlyin;; a:n:ept is that the ~ 
cartraCtor will achieve similar reductic:ns en the s11tcc:nt:racts included in 
the prq;:csal urder review. 'tt"e dec:te1e it factor cx:risiders tx:Jth 
cc:rrpattive and OC11-m1p:=titive subcx:rltracts. Details ~ the 
dec:n3rent factors are presented in OOth estimatin;; system survey rep:rrts 
arrl price prq:x::sal r eµn: ts. 
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'Ihe follc:w.ing are mr o •ilia its in relat:ial to assist audits requested 
before, tut rot p.Jblished until after, prime ccntract award. 

Audit 
Rep:lrt Prime a:ntract Request 
Date Date 

12517L21CX>63-7-312 11/25/86 DMJ09-87-C-NX19 H/14/86 09/03/86 1 

21807E210057-Q437 02/17/87 DMJ09-87-C-'AIXY:) 11/14/86 02/16/86 2 

220171\210.028 11/24/86 DMJ09-87-C-]i/XI;) 11/14/86 09/29/86 3 

31017C210155 05/12/87 DA>J:J:fl-86-C-AOSO 03/25/87 12/11/86 4 

167188210015 10/19/87 t(XX)24-87-C-5331 09/17/8? 09/17/87 5 

3121210061 02/26/87 IlA.AED7-87-C-A010 02/18/87 10/31/86 6 

4181-80210013 08/12/87 F00635-87-C-oo65P002 00/13/87 CT//02/87 7 

NJI'ES 

1. After review of the audit file it was detennined that vertla1 results 
of audit were prollided to the prime ccntract NJ) en 6 lt:M:ITber 1986. 
'n'l0Se verbal. resu1ts were then follCMed up by the written repxt en 
24 November 1986. 'l11ere we.re IX> significant chanJes fran the verbal 
results to the written repxt. 

2. '!he audit file irdicated that the audit request date was 21 jan.iaxy 
1987, rot 16 February 1986. 'lhe request was sent by the prime 
a:ntractor I $ NJ) to the subccntractor I$ ~. 'l't'..:..S request was dated 16 
April 1986. 'Ihis request did rot arrive at ~ until 15 J'aru.i.ary 1987. 
At that time the subccntractor' s OCASMA sent a request to the ccgnizant 
OC1\A office. It shc:W.d be mted that the subcx:ntract audit report stated 
that the Cbllars in the prqnsa.l we.re a.rt of date and sh:llld rot be used 
for negotiaticns. '!he subccntract FKJ was n::rt :in:fo:rned that ~aticns 
had taken place. 

3. It was det:ermil'si that the subject audit rep:u: t did g::> art after the 
date negotiaticns were cx:rrplete. In adlitien, there were rx:> verbal 
cnments provided to the ccntractin3 officer as to ~ status of the 
reµn t. lbwever, en 29 <X:t:ober 1986, 15 days prior to the close of 
nec;otiaticns, the auditar requested an extensien of the axli.t reµlC t due 
date to per£arm aclii.ticnal review en the indirect rates. '1h:i.s extensien 
was granted with IX> mentien of the fact that negotiatioos were en~ or 
that the neg:ytiaticns were goirg to en:! stnrtly. 
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4. 'ftle snxntxactxn 's pt•\oaal was dated 31 <ktx:bu: 1986. 1be prime 
a:nb'. ac ttn request to DCA.99. was dated 7 M:Naabm" 1986. 'ftle 1881.st 
request to OC:.V. was dated 11 DED:iiber 1986. DC». ac::.krOllwy+t the recJJBSt 
01 23 Jan.JarY 1987. I:CAA was delayed in perfo:t:ma~ of the aulit by the 
cxntzacttn. Initially, the o::ntxactm "°1J.d rot allCM ™ to 9'lt:er the 
facility ciie to the fact that there was ro cx:11txoller. 'ftU.s s1:tuatlal was 
remedied ard the au:lit started. ~ ability to obtain in:farEtial was 
hi.rrlereC ard delays ensued. ~ resul.t was that the cxub:a:tut ¥aS cited 
far inadequate data m 21 Maren 1987 arrl denial of a:cess to recxxd5 m 3:> 
Mardi 1987. 'Ihe requested infarmatial was finally pr ese ital to IX:». in 
April. At all tin&;, the N:D was informed of the situatial. DC». was not 
infCJI:'IIEd of the date of negotiatia1s aro m vert>aJ. was pl'OYided to the 
0:11b:ac~ officer. 

5. '.nle aOOit was requested en 17 Septa1t2r 1987, the sane date that 
neg::rt:iatims were catpleted. Based en this it wcW.d have been iqnssible 
far IX:'>. to cx:J1l)lete its review ~ that the infannati.al a:uld be 
cc:nsidered <ilrirg oogotiat:ims. 'Ihis au:iit w::uld DDre ~y be 
classified as an assist auiit that was requested and publ.1sh:9d after prime 
ca itr&.."'t award. 

6. ~ reviewirg the sul:x::x:nb:actm 's ptcp:sal. it was determined that 
the prcp:sal was iX1t adequate and that a new sutm1.ssirn was needed. '1be 
new subnissicn arrived at the OCAA office en 17 ~ 1987. lt:Mever, 
the data provided was still not adequate. Due to the problans that were 
experienced, a request far extensicn was made and cxxmiinated with the 

. - ·NJ);- - : :'lbe ~ .IJO\A --office · at the subcxllt:ract:o was not made aware that 
n£:9='tlaticn5 were tak:irg place aro did rot provide verbal results of audit 
to the c:x:ntracting officer. 

7. er. 11 February 1987, the p:ciJne a::ntractcr Is DCA99. requested the 
sutxxrrt::·actcr' s cognizant ~ to perfann a review. 'lb:! pr• p:sal was 
rot received C1fQ request far audit rot made until 2 July 1987. en 8 July 
1987, the POJ ccntacted the IX::AA office arrl requested ard received 
infarmatim in relatim to the sutx:xritzact:x::n: 's rates. i:x::.a.A c:x:q>leted the 
review after receivirg an extensicn en the <iJe date of the au:lit. The 
subcxr..tract ™ of£ice was unaware of the fact that nei;pt.iat:ials were 
alm:St carplete. It sln.lld be ooted that there were ins:iqll.ficant c:cst 
que.stia1ed far otter than rates. 
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DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY 

HEADQUARTERS 


CAMERON STATION 

ALEXANDRIA. VIRGINIA 22~-llOO 


DLA-CI 

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR AUDITING 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: 	 Draft Report on the Audit of the Eva:uat1on of 
Subcontract Price Proposals (ProJect No. 8CE-000ll 

The enclosed positions 
memorandum dated 5 Oct
report. 

are 
ober 

provided 
1989 requ

in 
est

response 
ing comm

to 
ents 

your 
to ~he draft 

FOR THE DIRECTOR: 

I_ f 1~.7 /.ft ' ',' 	 11 ,,..,. J . ;
2 Encl $~~: VADA,t'~.


Acting diie tli:\ 
Internal Review Division 
Office of Comptroller 
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PURPOSE OF I»PUT: I'N!TIAl. POSITION 

AUDIT TITLE AND 10.: Draft Report on the Audit of the Ev~luation 
of Subcontract Pr1ee Proposal• <Pro;eet lo. 
ecE-ooo i) 

F:N~:NS A. Pr:me Contractors Rea:::.ze Sign::.!:can: Savin!s on 
Subcor.:racted :tems. Pr1me con:ra=:ors rea::zed s::.gn1f 1cant savings o~ 
S'.Jbcon:racted items by not ;';)rov::.:iing the Gove!"n:nent with the results o: 
the:r subcontra~t cost ana:yses for subcontracts that they negotiated 
3'.Jbsequent tc reaching agreeme::: or. pr::.me cor.::-ac':. pr::.ce '!'h::.s 
~ccurred because DoD procureme::t off::.:::.a:s were not takin~ suff1c1ent 
act::.ons to ensure tha~ subc~ntra~t =~st er pr::.c::.n~ data were comp:ete 
and s~bm::.tted ::.n a t:mely ~anr.er as req~:red by the Federa: Acqu::.s::.t1c~ 

Re~u:at1on. Also. procure~en: ~ff :::a:s did ::ct ?rotect :he 
Government's :nterest when subcontract negot::.at::.ons were not completed 
~n:::.: after Gcvernmer.tlpr:me contractor negc::a:::.cns. We found that 
44.7 percent cf noncompet:t::.ve subcc::tracted i~e:ns were ne~ot1ated by 
pr:~e contractors after reach:ng agreement Ci. contract pr:ce with the 
3overnment. Pr1me contractors also negotiated c~mpetitive and 
~ua:-source subcontracts af:er nego::at:~g f:~a: contrac~ prices witn 
the Government. We proJected that Fr::.me contractors negotiated 
subcontract cost reduct1ons totaling 193,781 .430 after negotiations 
were completed with the Government. However, the savings were not 
passed on to DoD. As a result. FY 1986 and :987 firm-fixed-price 
contract actions, negotiated at SlO million or more in FY 1987. were 
overpriced by S94 million in base subcontract costs. 

DLA COMMENTS: Due to the broad-based nature of this finding, DLA 
cann~t comment on this finding. 

M0NE7ARY BENE~:~s 
: :.. A ::' 2 !vfME ~':' S : 

:::s::\f_.;::::: ?.:::A:..:zA:: ='~ ::A:~ 


A:Y.·: ·_-x: ?.:::A:..:::::.: 
)A:'~ 3:'.~EF::~ 2:::A:..::~: 

- . ' ' --:\- ..--!.:-. - .; - .::
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TYF! OP' R!FOBT; AtTDIT 	 DATE OF POSITION: 7 Dec BQ 

PURPOSE OF INPUT: INITIAL POSITION 

AUDIT TITLE AND NO.: 	 Draft Report on the Audit of the Evaluation 
of Subcontract Price Proposals <Project No. 
SCE-0001) 

RECOMMENDATION A. 4.: We recommend that the Director. Defense Logistics 
Agency, issue a policy memorandum to financial services personnel 
emphasizing the requirement to conduct and document preanalys1s 
meetings. which estab:1sh the party responsible for analysis of each 
proposed cost element. 

DLA COMMENTS: Part i a 11 y concur w::. th recommendation. We wi 1::. issue a 
policy memorandum to Financial Services personnel emphasizing the 
requirement to conduct and document preanalysis meetings. The 
preanalysis meetings were adopted to determine on a case-by-case basis 
the adequacy of the contractor's proposal before the pricing team 
members begin the field pricing review to avoid premature analysis. 

During the proposal review process. if all items are not reviewed 
independently by the price analyst, assist reviews are requested from 
technical specialists 	and the auditor to assure each proposed cost 
element is evaluated. 

Absence of preanalysis meetings, which are held to review the adequacy 
of proposals, is not a material internal control weakness. The quality 
of the proposal review is assured by the supervisor who is responsible 
for reviewing all pricing reports and supporting documentation in 
detail and giving approval of the report by cosigning. 

DISPOS!T!ON: 

CX' Act1on :s c~go:n~: Final Es::mated Complet:o~ Date: 21 ~ec 89 


Act:on :s =~ns:dered complete. 


MC~E:'A3Y 3ENEF::~: 

:-_A C8MMEN':'S 
;:-~:-:~:'E:1 REA:.::A:-:c~ )A:'E: 

AY.CL~: REAL:ZE:. 

~ATE BE~EF:7~ R~A:..:z~J. 


A:':':ON OFFICER: S'teven W. Swart. DLA-AF. 476:l 

:::.A APPROVAL: W:l:::.am J. Cass~~~ 
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ACTIVITIES VISITED OR CONTACTED 


Off ice of the Secretary of Defense 

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Production and Logistics), 
Washington, DC 

Department of the Army 

Armament, Munitions, and Chemical Command, Rock Island, IL 
Aviation Systems Command, St. Louis, MO 
Communications and Electronics Readiness Command, 

Fort Monmouth, NJ 
Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal, AL 
Tank Automotive Material Readiness Command, Warren, MI 
Plant Representative Office, McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Co., 

Mesa, AZ 

Department of the Navy 

Naval Air Systems Command, Washington, DC 
Naval Sea Systems Command, Washington, DC 
Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command, Washington, DC 
Naval Plant Representative Offices: 

General Electric, Pittsfield, MA 

UNISYS Corp., Great Neck, NY 

Grumman Aerospace Corp., Bethpage, NY 


Department of the Air Force 

Aeronautical Systems Division, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH 
Deputy for Contracting and Manufacturing, Eglin AFB, FL 
Military Airlift Command, Scott AFB, IL 
Oklahoma City Air Logistics Center, Tinker AFB, OK 
Air Force Plant Representative Offices: 

Morton-Thiokol, Brigham City, UT 

Lockheed Georgia, Marietta, GA 

Rockwell International, Anaheim, CA 

Hughes Aircraft Co., Los Angeles, CA 

LTV Missiles and Electronics Group, Dallas, TX 

Boeing Military Airplane Co., Wichita, KS 
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ACTIVITIES VISITED OR CONTACTED (Continued) 

Other Defense Activities 

Headquarters, Defense Contract Audit Agency, Alexandria, VA 
Headquarters, Defense Logistics Agency, Alexandria, VA 
Defense Contract Audit Agency Field Locations: 

Akron Branch Off ice, Akron, OH 

Binghamton Branch Office, IBM Suboffice, Vestal, NY 

Denver Branch Office, Colorado Springs Suboffice, 


Colorado Springs, CO 
Indianapolis Mobile Branch Office, Fort Benjamin Harrison, IN 
Loral Electronics Systems Suboffice, Yonkers, NY 
National Branch Office, IBM Manassas Suboffice, Manassas, VA 
North County Branch Office, San Diego, CA 
Richardson Branch Off ice, Richardson, TX 
Resident Office - Boeing Military Airplane, Wichita, KS 
Resident Office - Honeywell, Inc., Hopkins, MN 
Resident Office - Grumman Aerospace Corp., Bethpage, NY 
Resident Office - Hughes Aircraft Co., El Segundo, CA 
Resident Office - Hughes Aircraft Co., Fullerton, CA 
Resident Office - Lockheed-Georgia Co., Marietta, GA 
Resident Office - LTV Corp., Dallas, TX 
Resident Office - McDonnell Douglas, Mesa, AZ 
Resident Office - Raytheon Co., Andover, MA 
Resident Off ice - Rockwell International, Anaheim, CA 
Resident Off ice - Texas Instruments, Richardson, TX 
Resident Office - Textron Lycoming, Stratford, CT 
Resident Office - UNISYS, Great Neck, NY 

Defense Contract Administration Plant Representative Off ices: 
GM Allison Transmission Div., Indianapolis, IN 
General Electric, Wilmington, MA 
Honeywell, Minneapolis, MN 
Hughes Aircraft, Fullerton, CA 
International Business Machines, Manassas, VA 
International Business Machines, Owego, NY 
Loral Corp., Akron, OH 
Loral Corp., Yonkers, NY 
Raytheon Corp., Burlington, MA 
Rockwell International, Richardson, TX 
Texas Instruments, Inc., Dallas, TX 
Textron Lycoming, Stratford, CT 

Defense Contract Administration Management Area: 
Colorado Springs, CO 
Fort Benjamin Harrison, IN 
Phoenix, AZ 
San Diego, CA 
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ACTIVITIES VISITED OR CONTACTED (Continued) 

Contractors 

B.F. Goodrich, Aircraft Brake Div., Troy, OH 
Boeing Military Airplane Co., Wichita, KS 
Cubic Corp., San Diego, CA 
Cummins Engine Co., Columbus, IN 
Ford Aerospace and Communication Corp., Space Missions Div., 

Colorado Springs, CO 

General Electric Company, Ordnance Systems Div., 


Pittsfield, MA 

General Electric Company, Mechanical Drive Turbine and 


Compressor Department, Fitchburg, MA 
GM Allison Transmission Div., Indianapolis, IN 
Grumman Aerospace Corp., Bethpage, NY 
Honeywell, Inc., Underwater Systems Div., Hopkins, MN 
Hughes Aircraft Co., Electro-Optical and Data Systems Group, 

El Segundo, CA 
Hughes Aircraft Co., Ground Systems Group, Fullerton, CA 
International Business Machines Corp., Federal Systems 

Division, Manassas, VA 

International Business Machines Corp., Federal Systems 


Division, Owego, NY 
Lockheed Corp., Lockheed-Georgia Div., Marietta, GA 
Loral Defense Systems, Ak.ron, OH 
LTV Missiles and Electronics Group, Dallas, TX 
McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Co., Mesa, AZ 
Morton-Thiokol Inc., Tactical Div., Brigham City, UT 
Motorola Inc., Scottsdale, AZ 
Raytheon Co., Missile Systems Division, Lowell, MA 
Raytheon Co., Missile Systems Div., West Andover, MA 
Rockwell International, Autonetics Marine Systems Div., 

Anaheim, CA 
Rockwell International, Richardson, TX 
Texas Instruments, Inc., Defense Systems & Electronics Group, 

Dallas, TX 

Textron Lycoming, Stratford, CT 

UNISYS Corp., Shipboard and Ground Systems Group, 


Great Neck, NY 
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FINAL REPORT DISTRIBUTION 


Off ice of the Secretary of Defense 


Comptroller of the Department of Defense 

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Production and Logistics) 

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs) 


Department of the Army 


Secretary of the Army 

Assistant Secretary of the Army (Financial Management) 

Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research, Development and 


Acquisition) 
Commander, Army Materiel Command 
Commander, U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Command 
Army Inspector General 

Department of the Navy 


Secretary of the Navy 

Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Financial Management) 

Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Shipbuilding and Logistics) 

Navy Inspector General 


Department of the Air Force 


Secretary of the Air Force 

Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (Financial Management and 


Comptroller) 
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (Acquisition) 
Air Force Inspector General 

Other Defense Activities 

Director, Defense Logistics Agency 
Director, Defense Contract Audit Agency 
Director, Defense Acquisition Regulatory Council 
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FINAL REPORT DISTRIBUTION (Continued) 

Non-DoD 

Office of Management and Budget 
U.S. 	General 6ccounting Office, 

NSIAD Technical Information Center 

Congressional Committees: 

Senate Subcommittee on Defense, Committee on Appropriations
Senate Committee on Armed Services 
Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs 
Senate Ranking Minority Member, Committee on Armed Services 
House Committee on Appropriations
House Subcommittee on Defense, Committee on Appropriations
House Ranking Minority Member, Committee on Appropriations
House Committee on Armed Services 
House Committee on Government Operations
House Subcommittee on Legislation and National Security,

Committee on Government Operations 
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AUDIT TEAM MEMBERS 


James. J. McHale, Acting Director, Contract Management Directorate 
Salvatore D. Guli, Program Director 
James R. Peterson, Project Manager 
Curt Carter, Team Leader 
Richard Hanley~ Team Leader 
Bobbie Sau Wan, Team Leader 
Arthur M. Hainer, Auditor 
James E. Massey, Auditor 
Janet Northam, Auditor 
Fred Bell, Auditor 
Ted Paulson, Auditor 
Hilary Rubin, Auditor 
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